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Heavy Turnout
Of Voters Is
Reported Here
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CAPS AND GOWNS AT CALLOWAY—
Caps and gowns were much
in
evidence at Calloway County High
School Monday night as 185
seniors

received their diplomas in graduation
exercises. On stage speaking to the
graduates is Calloway County School
superintendent Dr. Jack Rose.
Stan Photo by David

Cuts To Give 46 Million Workers
Fatter Paychecks Starting In June

WASHINGTON (AP) — About 46
million workers will find their
paychecks a little fatter next month,
the result of the new tax cuts that begin
June 1.

Taylor Portrait
To Be Unveiled
An oil portrait of the late Dennis
Taylor, principal of Carter Elementary
School, will be unveiled on Wednesday,
May 25, at 12:30'p. m. in the Carter
School Library. A tea will follow the
unveiling of the portrait.
Marjorie Hatton, the artist for the
portrait, had a unique interest in the
project since she is the mother of three
Carter School children.
Each classroom will come to the
Library and Media Center during the
hours of 12:30 to 2:00 p. m. on Wed-'
nesday to view the protrait and have
refreshments.
All children, parents, and friends of
the Carter School are invited to call
during the afternoon to see the portrait
and to honor the memory of Mr. Taylor
who had served for twenty years at
Carter School, a spokesman for the
Carter PTA said.
Any person who will be unable to visit
the school on Wednesday may come
any other day to see the portrait until
the school session closes offJune 3, the
PTA spokesman added.

The average reduction in week
ly
withholding tax will be $2.13.
A family of four earning $10,000
will
pay $200 less in federal income taxe
sa
year, a drop of about 30 per cent.
At
$15,000, the tax reduction will be
$111 a
year.
President Carter, in signing the
tax
cuts into law Monday, called
them "a
very great benefit to the Amer
ican
average family." He said 80 per
cent of
the estimated $5 billion in tax cuts
will
go to people earning less than
$15,000
annually.

Portrait By Local
Artist To Hang
In Naval Academy
A painting by a Murray artist, J. C. Goodman, has been selected to be
permanently displayed in the U. S.
Naval Academy according to information received here by the Murray
Chamber of Commerce.
The portrait of Fleet Admiral Chester
W. Nimitz, has been sought several
times by purchasers but Goodman
reportedly refused to sell.
Recently, Rear Admiral James A.
Winnefield, Commandant of the Naval
Academy selected the portrait to go on
peinnanent display and Goodman
if
reportedly donating the portrait.

To Be Held Saturday

A special Bike Safety Program for all
bike riders of Murray and Calloway
County will be held Saturday, May
at 9:00 a.m. on the Murray High School
parking lot.
The first part of the program will
include a Bill Cosby film,"Bicycles Are
Beautiful," followed by a free bike
inspection and registration.
At 9:30 a.m. a Safety Road-e-o for
Bike Riders will be held with special
awards to be given in each of the
following groups: Girls: Ages 5 to 8,9 to
11, 12 to 13, and 14 and up; Boys: Ages 5
to 8,9 toll, 12 to 13, and 14 and up.
Free prizes and free refreshments
will be for all bike riders, according
to
the spokesmen for the sponsor:rig
groups — McDonald's, Murray Kiwan:s
Club, and Spoke and Pedal Shop.
NAMED AMBASSADORS — The Murr
ay High School Tiger Band has
been
commissioned Kentucky Ambassad
ors of Good Will in recognition
of their
upcoming trip to Wisconsin in June
where they will compete in the
Marching Bands of America championship
s. The commission and a lette
r from
Gov. Julian Carroll were presented
to band director Joe Sills, left,
and band
president Terri McConnell, by Calloway
County Judge Robert 0.Miller.
Photo by Jennie B. Gordon

inside today
When a crew from Murray State
went to Ft. Knox to get
some steel plating for the ROT
C firing range, it ran into a
few problems. M. C. Garrott relat
es the
Galley on today's Opinion Page,page story in Garrott's
4.

partly cloudy
Partly cloudy tonight and
Wednesday with widely scattered
late afternoon and evening
thundershowers. Low tonight in
the low to mid 60s. High Wednesday in the mid 80s.
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Dr. Ammons' Trial
Gets Underway Today

The reductions, a key part of the
economic program Carter proposed
shortly after taking office, will benefit
only taxpayers who claim the standard
deduction when filing their tax returns.
Taxpayers who itemize will not be
helped.
The new standard deductions are
$3,200 for married couples filing a joint
• return and ",200 for s. -le persons and
'heads of households. rine old standard
deductions ranged from $2,100 to $2,806
for couples and $1,700 to $2,400 ft
single persons and household heads.
The new law will, however, raise
weekly withholding about $1 for 2.2
million single Americans who earn
more than $13,750 and claim the
standard deduction..
There are several other benefits to
the tax cut legislation. By standardizing the deduction, about 3.
million low-income families won't hale
to pay income taxes.
The law makes it advantageous for
6.7 million taxpayers who had itemized
deductions to use the standard
deduction.
And the new law extends temporary
tax reductions voted in past
congressional sessions, including lower
corporate taxes, the $35 per person tax
credit and the earned income credit

Bike Safety Program

Hat

The trial of Dr. James Ray Ammo
ns,
of Murray, .got underway
today in
Federal District Court in Padu
cah.
According to court records,
Dr.
Ammons is charged with "possessio
n
with the intent to distr
ibute and
distributing schedule- one controlled
substances and conspiracy to purcf
fase
and distribute marijuana." Amm
ons is
also charged with "possessio
n with
intent to distribute and distr
ibuting
schedule two controlled drugs
and
distributing controlled substances
to a
person under 21."
Opening statements by attorneys
in
the case were scheduled to
begin
shortly before noon today.

Six Arrests
Reported By
Local Police
The arres

ts of six persons in connection with three investigations were
revealed today by officials at the
Murray Police Department.
- Police said that four persons had
been arrested and charged with
-criminal possession of a forged instrument." the arrests stemmed from
an investigation of stolen checks being
passed at local stores, the police
spokesman said.
The four, all residents of Graves
County,are Ginger Harpole,24, Patrick
K. McFarland, 23, Ira Lynn Taylor, 27,
and Barbara Cope, 26, local officials
said. In addition, Ms. Harpole was
charged with second degree forgery,
the police spokesman added. All four
are being held in Calloway County jail
under $2,000 bond.
Also arrested last night was Larry
Martin, 19, who gave his address as E.
Main St., the police spokesman said.
The arrest of Martin stemmed from an
altercation in the downtown area,
police said, and Martin was charged
with harassment.
The third investigation resulted in the
arrest of Dan R. Dickson of Rt. 7 who
police reported to be about age 28.
Dickson was charged with "harassing
communications" and was released on
$500 bond, the police spokesman said.

A moderate to heavy turnout of local
voters was reported today as Calloway
County citizens went to the polls to
select nominees for local offices in the
Democratic primary election.
A total of 58 candidates were listed on
the ballot seeking nominations to 12
posts in Calloway County.
The largest field on the ballot was in
the city precincts where 14 candidates,
including three incumbents, were
running for the six pOsitions on the
Murray Common Council from Ward B.
Ten candidates, including four incumbents, are seeking the six posts on
the Common Council from WardJ3.
The greatest number of candidates in
a single race on the full Calloway
County ballot is in the race for county
sheriff where 10 men are seeking that
nomination.
The council races and the sheriff's
race are the only races thus far which
have announced opposition in the
t November general election.
In the council races, three
Republicans, two in Ward A and one in
Ward ,B, will ohallenge today's
Dern2cratic nominees in November. In
the sheriff's race, two independent
candidates have announced their intentions to run on the November.. ballot
against the Democratic nominee.
Four of the Democratic nominees
that will it(pear on the November ballot
were unopposed in today's primary.
They are Sid Easley, nominee for
District Judge for Calloway and
Marshall counties; Charles Hale,
property evaluatiou administrator;
Kenneth C. Imes, Fifth District State
Representatives; and Gil Hopson,
Calloway County Fiscal Court
Magistrate from the second district.
Here is a rundown of today's ballo
t:
County-Judge
Executive

Fair Beauty
Pageant Set
For July 8
The fourteenth annual Miss Murr
ayCalloway Fair Beauty Pageant will
be
held Friday, July 8, at 7.:30 p. m. in
the
Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State
University campus.
This annual event is sponsored by
the
Sigma Department of the Murr
ay
Woman's Club and is open to
any
Murray and Calloway County girl
who
has completed her junior or senio
r year
in high school. Kathie Broach
is the
reigning Miss Murray-Calloway Coun
ty
Fair Queen.
Girls interested in entering the
pageant may contact Mary Ann
Russell, phone 753-2832, or Jane Sisk,
phone 753-9689.
Proceeds from the pageant will go
to
benefit the Glenda Boone Memorial
Scholarship Fund of the Sigm
a
Department of the Murray Club.

Incumbent Robert 0. Mille
r faces
opposition from George H. Weak
s.
County Attorney — Donald A. Jone
s
and Max Parker are both running
for
the post vacated by Sid Easley, who
is
unopposed in his bid for district judge.
County Clerk — Incumbent Marvin
Harris faces opposition from Lore
ne
Falwell and Joe Ed Pritchett.
County Sheriff — The largest field
of
any of Tuesday's county-wide races
is
the Calloway County Sheriffs Race
.
The ten candidates seeking the
Democratic nomination are Davi
d
Balentine, Joseph W. Beard, Jimmy
E.
('herry, Gerald Cohoon,- James
Ray
Hamilton, Jerry Lee Hopkins, Benn
ie
Jackson, Billy J. Jones, Max Morri
s
and Gene D. Starks. Two other candidates for the post, Ora Lee Lewis and
Ted Alexander, have filed as independents and will appear on the
November ballot.
County Jailer
Incumbent Huel
"Wimpy" Jones is opposed by
Bill
Bailey and Billy Don Hamilton.
County Coroner — Two local men are
running for this position'. They Art Carl
Jewell, and Thomas I. Walker.
•

Mayor of Murray — Incumbent John
E. Scott faces opposition from Melvi
n
B. Henley.
City County ( Ward A) — Ten candidates, including four incumbents,
are
seeking the six nominations for Murr
ay
Coriunon Council member from Ward
A. They are: Loyd Arnold, Billy
J.
Ballentine, Robert Downs, Dick
George, Ruby Hale, Amos Hill, James
R. Rice, Martha Sammons; Buel Stalls,
Jr., and David Willis. The incumbents
are Arnold, Hale, Stalls and Willis. The
six Democratic nominees will be opposed by Republicans Stephen
Yargrough and Irma 1-aFollette in the
November election.
City Council (Ward ill — Three
incumbents are opposed by 11 newcomer
s
in the Ward B race for six counc
il
nominations. Listed on the ballot are
Debbie Boyd, Maurice P. Christopher,
Barry William Drew, William
R.
Furches, Roy A. Harmon, Howard
B.
Koenen, C. C. Lowry, Carl R. Miller,
J.
H. (Hardeniani Nix, Dr. J. D. Outland,
Sue U. Overbey, Johnny`E. Rickman,
William M. Smith and Elbert
A.
"Salty" Thomason. The incumbents
are Furches, Koenen and Lowr
y.
Republican candidate John Neubauer
will appear on the ballot with the six
Democratic nominees in the November
election.
Magistrate, District One — Five
candidates will be attempting to unseat
incumbent magistrate Charles Thomas
Bogard in the primary. Running
against Bogard are Roy L. Balentine,
Clint Earl Colson, Joseph J. Dolchan,
Jr., Wayne Flora and Rex Ramsey.
Magistrate, District Three -Incumbent magistrate Ralph Bogard is
challenged by Billy M. Erwin.
Magistrate. District Four Incumbent Dan Baazell is being opposed for the, nomination by Steven
Alexander and Joshua "Josh" Tabers,
Sr.

New Kroger Store
Announced Today
A 25,000 square-foot "super store' for
Kroger groceries should be under
construction in Murray within the next
two weeks,Bob Baumgartner,aKs 4er
official, said today.
„,Baumgartner, who is in charge of
real estate operations for
Krogers
Memphis District, said if all goes
well,
the facility should be completed late
this year.
The new store will be located on the,
north end of Central Shopping Center.
The present Kroger building Central
in
Center is reportedly to be occupied by a
hardware firm after Kroger relocates
its Murray facility.
Baumgartner said that the new
Kroger store will include a delicatessen
and bakery as well as expanded
grocery and general merchand
ise lines.
The facility will more than doubl the
e
amount of space occupied by Knver in
its present location which Baumgartner
estimated at 12,300 square feet.
Thecieveloper of the shopping center,
Robert Humphreys of Owensboro,
could not be reached for comment this
morning. An application for a building
permit in the amount of $500,000 has
been filed with the Murray city planner's office for the construction of the
building.

LINES FORM EARLY—Heavy voting was reported in practically all precincts in Calloway
County this morning as
voters went to the polls to express their wishes in the Democratic Primary. This line
was at the voting booth at
Murray Vocational School.
Staff Photo br David Hill
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To Marry In July

1°14 COM MUNITY
VIrs-4 CALENDAR

'MAW

Tuesday, May 24
Oaks Country Club ladies
Oak Grove Baptist Church
WMU will meet at the home of day events will be bridge with
Ada Sue Roberts as hostess
Jane Morton at seven p. m.
and golf with Doris Rose as
Murray TOPS Club will hostess, both at 9:30 a. m.
meet at seven p. m. at the
Meals program at North
Health Center.
Second Street Center for
ELECTION DAY. Exercise Senior Citizens and call 7538938 for Ituicheon reseryour right to vote.
vations.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Bowling for senior citizens
the Woodmen of the World will
meet with Martha Andrus at will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p. m.
seven..p.. m.

41
111111111111

Shuffleboard_ for Senior . Tea to exhibit portrait of the
Citizens will be at Ellis Center late Dennis Taylor,
will be in the Carter School*"
Courts at 6:30 p. m.
Library from 12:30 to 2:00 p.
Auditions for. Community m. Public is invited.
Theatre, Inc., will be from six
Thursday, May 26
to eight p. m. at the Calloway
Department, Murray
Zeta
County Public Library.
Woman's Club, will have a
the club
"Walt Disney World" will be potluck dinner at
p.
m.
at
6:30
house
presented by I.yndia Cochran
:Dan students at the Lovett
Cub Scout Pack 57 of Carter
Auditorium, Murray State
behind the
University, at seven p. m. School will meet
at 6:30
rodeo
a
bike
school
for
is
public
and
Free admission,
m.
p.
invited.
Wednesday, May 25
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
meet at the Hazel Community
the home of Dortha StubCenter at one p. m.
blefield at seven p. m.
Hardin Senior Citizens win
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a mork day at the center
from 9:30 a. m. to three p. m. have a work day at the center
from 9:30 a. m.to three p. m.
Murray Country Club ladies
day events will be tennis at
Ellis Center will be from,Len
9:30 a. m. with Lillie Johnson a. m. to three p. m. for senior
and Sharon Wells as citizens with singing at 10:30
hostesses, bridge at 9:30 a. m. a. m., monthly clean-up at
with Midi Jones and Barbara -11:15 a. m7, sack lunch at
Brandon as hostesses, golf at noon, and tablegames at,one,
9:30 a. m. with Euvie Mitchell
as hostess, and jadies day
luncheon at noon with Emma
Sue Hutson as chairman of the
hostesses.

Winners Are
Given, Oaks

YOUR
PHOTO
Per Pose In Living

Color
For Each Original Print
Minimum 10 For $4.90
*No Limit *All Ages
*Groups Okay

Artcraft Studios
The Professionals
118 S. 12th 753-0035
Free Parking In Rear

DEAR DAD:Yes, I really receive a sufficient number of
letters of "this kind" to justify printing them. You are
fortunate to have a child who loves to read and doubly
fortunate that she asks youto explain things she does not
understand.
Few children reach maturity without hearing a good
deal about the subjects you mentioned, and what better
place than home is there Jot them to learn the facts? You
can "hide" the newspaper from your child, but you cannot
hide from her the realities of life.
Children who are old enough to ask are old enough to
know. Answer all her questions truthfully.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ICIAIPAPA I

Woody Hall
Diane Keaton In
"ANNIE
HALL"(PG)

1006 Chestnut

Thru Thur.]

aset.A.

7.30
Only

OPIMUPPAYAR

TWILIGHT'S
LAST
GLEAMING
Thru Wed.

7:30
Only

1010 Chestnut

an.,1

Mel Brooks
rOUNO

641 N Central(tr

FRAMOSIN

Thru Thur.

641

7:30
Only

ROBERT
'
lli-RiIRO

Central Or "I-

TAXI DRIVER

-

[Thru Thi7of,
TM nom,
-s

121 Sokith

1
[Thru Wed.,

IttO

11,111‘
TU.Of MUER
•IF TM MOW
TellalfOr

nun man

,

MOONSHINE

Open 7:45
Stazt8:10

COUVItY EXPINESS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•%.•.‘11/:i•
•
•
•
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•
•
•

Abbt

DEAR ABBY: Our 9-year-old daughter, who is in the
fourth grade, loves to read. Each week she goes to the
library and brings home books, which she devours. She
also loves to read your column.
Abby, I can explain murders and riots to her, but bow
can I explain some of the things she reads about in your
column? This week she asked me what a "homosexual"
was. She also wanted to know how you get a "venereal"
disease, and what "rape" was!
I told her that a homosexual was a person who had a
problem getting along with the opposite sex, that a
ven.eree disease was a serious infection, and that rape
meant overpowering and hurting a woman.
Must I hide the newspaper from my child? Do you really
receive a sufficient number of letters of this kind to justify
printing them? Or was this just a bad week?
UPSET DAD

Ciote-11'

For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

Miss Candace-Ramsey and Jeff Dowdy
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Candace Ramsey to Jeff Dowdy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Russell,
Dowdy,Murray,has been announced by her mother,Mrs. Barbara Ramsey, Murray Route Eight. The bride-elect is the
daughter of the late Ewin Ramsey.
Miss Ramsey is a member of the 1977 graduating class of
Calloway County High School. Her grandparents are Mr.and
Mrs. Ray Jackson of Almo Route One and Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Ramsey of Dexter Route One.
The groom-elect graduated from Murray High School in the
class of 1973 and is associated with his father at Uncle Jeff's,
Murray. He is the grandson of Mrs. Charles Zeiss ofPaducah.
The wedding will_besolesnnized on Saturday,July 2,at three
p. m.at the Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church. A reception will follow in the fellowship hall ofthe church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Can't Shield Child
From Facts Of Life

Tonite!!
Bargain Nite
At These Theatres

tonite's movies

-„

By Abigail Van Buren

Essie Caldwell tied with
Betty Shepard for medalist
honors at the ladies day golf
held May 18 at the • Oaks
Country Club. Mrs. Caldwell
won the medalist honor in a
play off.
Flight winners were Betty
Shepard,
championship;
Essie Caldwell, first; Polly
Seale and Doris Rose tied for
second with
-Rbse winning in a playoff; Freda Steely
and Sharon Kelso tied for third
with Mrs. Kelso winning in a
playoff.
Low putts went to Mary
Alice Smith.
Doris Rose will be golf
hostess for ladies day play on
May 25.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a. m.on Wednesday with Reva
Shelton, phone 753-7935, as
bridge hostess.

49c

SATURDAY
MAY 28

MOM&

DEAR ABBY: L've been married for four months, and
everything is perfect except one small derail. My wife
insists that I sleep in pajamas. Abby, Fire' been sleeping in
the nude since I was a freshman in college. My wife says
that only animals sleep in the nude.
I don't insist that my wife NOT sleep in nightgowns.
The other nighLshe gave me a present—a pair of silk
pajamas, and when larefused to wear them and told her to
return them and get her money back, she became
hysterital. Abby, my wife is ncrt a prude and our sex life is fine, so I
can't understand why she doesn't want me to sleep in the
nude.
Maybe you or your readers can convince my wife that
I'm no animal—that millions of men sleep nude. Thanks.
NO ANIMAL
DEAR NO ANIMAL: What you sleep in is between you
and your wife, but some men (women, too) find greater
freedom and comfort sleeping a la natural.
,
DEAR ABBY: I wrote to you six weeks ago asking if the
Salvation Army could locate my Missing brother, and I still
haven't heard from you. You say that you answer all your
-mail, What happened? _
STILL WAITING
DEAR STILL: I am under no obligation to answer a
letter that is not acconipanied by a stamped, addressed
envelope for my reply.

EDWARDS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. David Wayne,
Edwards,233 Riviera Courts,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Nicole Daven,
weighing seven pounds nine
1 ounces and measuring twenty
inches, born on Sunday, May
15,at6:45 p. m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Taylor Motors.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Pearl Edwards and the late
Lester Edwards of HaYsi, Va.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Vincept
James Camarda of Madison
Heights, Mich.

Register
For A

Kick 'N Go
Honda
Drawing Will Be
Saturday, May 28

The superstar talents of Lynn
Anderson open a memorable
Memorial Weekend of
entertainment She's been atop
the charts ever since her hits.
Rose Garden", Wrap Your
Love Around Your Man
I ye Never Loved Anyone More"
Shows at 4 and 8 p.m..

IlYnn
Anderson
SUNDAY, MAY 29
MONDAY, MAY 30

Mel
Innis
Mel Tiflis, Country Music Association's
"Entertainer of the Year," moves in to Six Flags
for two days of super entertainment Hear
Heart Healer," Burning Memories," "Ruby"
and other hits in shows at 4 and 8 p m
both days

SPECIAL FIREWORKS DISPLAY MAY 30.
MEI
NEM

TUESDAY, MAY 31
11111111111A

A great windup to this four-day extravaganza
by a great talent with hit records like "You
Rubbed It In All Wrong'Knock Three
Times," "Sweet Magnolia. and many
more Shows at 4 and 8 p m

-BMW
"Crash"
Craddock
NEW

Hightail
Fling
The Highland Fling ...part of Six Flags' new multi-million
dollar Britannia Square Section. The big wheel starts up and
you're in a seven-story-hro-,-upstde-down whirl like nothing
you've ever experienced before. Be one of the first to do the
Highland Fling.

SIX FLAGS®
OVER MID-AMERICA
1-44 West of St. Louis
For more details, call the Six Flags office nearest you:

7he
Step
clader
emer

Ile, kr"

-;{

0h...19 Id b 'Hon Sat 10 ti

4kal

`,

312-449-1190(Chicago)
319-359-9107(Quad Cities)
417-883-7551 (Springfield, MO)

314-938-53001St,'Louis)
812-423-3079(Evansville)
217-789-9555(Springfield, ILL)

Now open daily 10 a.m.to 10 p.m.
All the special entertainment above is included in the regular admission price
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Many Awards Presented To
Calloway County Seniors
On Awards Day On May 18

VISITING HERE'
Mr.
The children of the late
in
and Mrs. J. D. Grant will be
South
102
at
week
this
Murray
Perry
15th Street. They are
Calif.,
Grant of West Covina,
and
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Grant
Costa
daughter, Dana, of
Mrs.
Mesa, Calif., 'Mr. and
Max H. Cittirchill and
Grant,
children, and Doug and
Ill,
e,
Bellvill
Austin, all of
of
Mrs. Virginia Barfield
Mrs.
and
Ga.,
nd,
Richla
Frances Fitzgerald of Baton
Rouge, La.

Two Honored By Local Sorority.
tape
The Gamma
Gamma repeated in unison. A
l
ationa
Intern
by
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi recorded
held its 46th anniversary members in Washington and
message on
Founders Day banquet at The California had the
Barn in Fulton, on April 30. „ the title of "Out of The
Is Beta
Linda Rogers, president, Shadow" and "What
gave a warm welcome to each Sigma Phi."
Awards were presented as
one present and a special
Rouse,
Alice
welcome to the new pledges follows:
and reinstated members along Valentine Queen; Edna
Vaughn and Marsha Horton,
with their husbands.
Year;
The Founders Day pledge, tied for Girl of the
led by Beverly Galloway, was Linda Fain, service chair-

Calloway County High Carraway;
National M. S. U. Departmental and
School has announced the Secretaries
Association, Health, Recreation
names of the Seniors who Tammy Outland; lion's Club, Physical Ed., Terri Erwin,
received awards at the May Dr. Ray Mofield Scholarship, and Teri Morris; Library
18th Senior Award Program. Randy Hutchens; CCTA Science, Susie Adams; and
Randy
The are as follows:
Scholarship, Gail Smother- Speech and Theatre,
Va dictorian — Kevin man; BPW, Renee Tobey; Hutchens.
Bowen
CHEESE SPREAD
The "I Dare You Awards"
NMSQT, Kevin Bowen.
Teri
and
Watson
Dan
tried a Deviled Cheese
Salutatorian — Patricia
Ever
receiving went to
Students
fish? It's delicious!
Melvic
for
Spread
State
Morris.
Murray
to
ships
scholar
Best All-around boy and girl University were as follows:
Senior Student Council Mix two cups of shredded
— Tommy Futrell and Renee Alumni Scholarships - Hutson Officers were also presented Cheddar cheese with one-half
their services cup of chili sauce, two
Tobey
Chemical, Patricia Melvin; awards for
prepared
year. They tablespoons
past
Renee
—
nt
Class Preside
General Alumni, Dan Watson; during the
Tommy mustard and one tablespoon of
ent,
Presid
Tobey
Clark;
are:
Terry
Joe. Dyer Poole.
Tobey, prepared horseradish. Spread
Renee
Outstanding Senior — Shea M. S. U. Board of Regents - Futrell;
Terri Erwin, on broiled fish, then broil one
ary;
secret
Sykes
ton,
McCuis
Linda
Morris,
Teri
Morris, to two minutes until cheese
honor Susan
of
Recognition
Renee treasurer; and Teri
Adams,
starts to melt.
graduates were twenty Thompson, and Shea Sykes. reporter.
students with a 95 per cent
grade point average and fiftynine with a 90 per cent
average. This was from a
class of 195 students.
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ROTC Firing Range Plates
FROM THE GOVERNOR'S DESK
BAIL BOND SYSTEM
On June 19, last year, there began in
Kentucky a program within our
criminal justice system so totally
unique and different that skeptics
scoffed loudly, and doubters predicted
its early failure. There was not and still
is not a program like it anywhere in the
nation. What is it? It's the law through
which the Commonwealth of Kentucky
outlawed the business of bailbonding
for profit.
That's right. Since last June 19, it has
been illegal to make a profit on bail for
persons accused of crimes in our
Kentucky courts.
At the time the law was passed by the
1976, KentiickY Legislature, the idea quite frankly..my idea - that bail for
those arrested should not be, and does
not have to be,a business in which large
profits were made was scoffed at, not
only by the bailbondsmen, but by
doubters in the ranks of the police and
legal professions.
• There was concern that the entire
bail process could not survive without
the bailbondsmen who
‘
charged persons
facing trial and arraignthent large fees
for their bonds set by the cwt.
I am happy to report to you that;
except for the bailbondsmen, our new
program of pre-trial release conducted
by the courts has won over all its critics
and is a near-total success. Its praises
have been sung in the press in the big
cities and very simply put - it is working
and working well. Most of those who doubted that our
program would work were, however, in
sympathy with our motives. There was
little disagreement that bailbonding for
profit was an undesirable element in
the criminal justice system and that a
better way should be found. Many are
wondering why we
take such a.
. didn't
.
step.many, many years ago.
My urging the Kentucky General
Assembly to adopt the bailbond repeal
law and replace it with a more sensible,
more humane process, came as no
surprise to the bailbondsmen. They
knew how I felt about them and about
their business.
You see, I am a lawyer. I was a
practicing attorney in my community
of Paducah even before I went ot the
Kentucky House of Representatives,
and I had an excellent opportunity to
watch bailbonding for profit at its
worst.
I saw persons charged with crimes
tantalized with the chance for freedom
until their appearance in court, but
hardly able to afford the cost of their
bond. I saw these individuals get free on
bond and charged with further crimes
even before their original arraignments, crimes committed by them to
raise the money to pay the outrageous
cost of their initial bond.
Over the years, I watched crime
statistics climb in larceny, armed
robbery, and burglary, much of it attributable to efforts by the criminal to
raise money to pay the bailbondsman.
I was determined that if given the
chance, I would do what I could to
improve this situation. In 1968, we
made some inroads by applying some
legislative controls to the bailbonding
business, but that was not sufficient.
So,last year, merrkbers of the General
Assembly were very receptive to my
'suggestions for total bailbond repeal.
Let me give you some statistics about
the new process and explain just how it
works.
Now, instead of seeking out a bondsman to "go" his bond, an individual
sits down with a representative of the
court, is interviewed to determine the
probability he or she will appear for
trial or arraignment., Many are
released on their own reagnizance, but
those who must post bond must put up
ten per cent of the cost of their bond
with the court. Ninety per cent of their
deposit is returned to them when they
appear in court. So the cost of bond
under tile new system is but a tenth of

that charged by the bailbondsmen.
That one per cent of the total bond
which is kept is used to help pay the
administrative costs of the process.
We have yet to touch on the most
important aspect of the new process:
The fact that it is working, and
amazingly well. It is making believers
out of the most critical skeptics. A
Louisville Police Court trial commissioner, a veteran criminal lawyer,
admitted that at the start of the new
system in June "I thought chaos would
result," but now he says "It has succeeded beyond my wildest dreams."
In Kentucky in years past and
throughout thg nation right now, the
average rate of bail-jumping or "no
shows" among persons free on bail
arranged by professional bondsmen is
ten per cent. That's right, one of every
ten does not appear when he or she is
supposed to. Then the bailbondsman is
responsible for either producing the
accused,or pay the amount of his bail.
That means, then, that you have a
cadre of bailbondsmen and their
agents, acting like lawmen but outside
the law,out looking for their clients who
have skipped.
Remembering the former ten per
cent figure in Kentucky, consider this:
For the period from June 18, 1976
through March 31, 1977, there have been
23,896 individuals released through the
pre-trial release program in Kentucky.
Of those 23,896 persons, only 719 have
failed to appear when supposed to. That
is a failure rate of but 1.9 per cent, a
rate five times better than that experienced by bailbonding professionals.
Another remarkable statistic is that
in the high crime area of" Kenton and
Campbell counties, the failure to appear rate is less than one per cent. In
Fayette County, where a program
similar to the pre-trial release idea was
being used earlier, the rate is the same,
about two per cent. In Louisville and
Jefferson County the failure to return
rate is three per cent.
We have no actual figure's on how
much larcenous crime we are cutting
out by outlawing the old bail bond for
profit system. Police officials do
believe the new system is working by
keeping those most likely to commit
further crimes off the street, and by
cutting down on the likelihood of
criminals committing further crimes to
pay the price of their bail.
What I do know is that the system is
working.It is working well.
No longer do we have on our hands a
questionable business left with those
who make a profit from the system.
That business left with those who make
a profit from the system. That business
has been done away with and in its
place is a process that is motivated by a
sense of what is best for the people of
our state.
And other states, the nation over, are
becoming deeply interested in our
program.

Bible
Thought
Ye have not chosen me, but have
chosen you, and ordained you, that
ye should go and bring forth fruit.
John 15:16.
This verse gives ample evidence
of what we mean to Jesus Christ.

Isn't It The Truth
Lately we See fewer bearded undergraduates on campus, which may
mean that a growing number of males
has decided it is not whiskers that turn
on the man, but the bark and growl of
the motor and the spit and roar of the
twin exhausts; and girl passengers are
getting tired of being tickled in the
wrong place — the face.

Letter To The Editor

Reunion Planned
Dear Editor:
Many Kentuckians and others have
served with the 149th Infantry, Kentucky National Guard. This famous
organization dates back to 1917 and
before that existed under the title of
Second Regiment Kentucky Militia.
*Called to active duty in January 1941
as a part of the 38th Infantry Division,
the unit entered training at Camp
Shelby, Mississippi. Early input of
draftees came from Kentucky,Indiana,
New York, New Jersey, Michigan and
Pennsylvania, primarily.
The Regiment later distinguished
itself in combat in the Phillipines
during World War II.
Since we have lost contact with many
former members, we are asking your
help in spreading the word about our
/9th AMAMI Reunion. Probably every

county in the Commonwealth was
represented in this Regiment. Some
may be subscribers to your paper or
will have relatives who are and will
pass the word. We appreciate your
cooperation in this matter.
The 149th Infantry Association (Ky
NG) will hold its 29th Annual Reunion in
Louisville, Ky August 5th and 6th. All
members of the Association and former
members who served at any time with
the Regiment or the 149th Armor Group
are invited to attend. For information,
write: Will Hunt,PO Box 292, Danville,
Kentucky 40422.
Thank you for your consideration and
cooperation.
Sincerely,
Will Hunt
Association Secretary
Louisville, Ky.

Almost Became A Hot Issue
By M.C. Garrott
I wish you could hear Johnnie
Prichard tell this story. Johnnie, a
lieutenant colonel, is the head ROTC
man at Murray State. The story deals
with the ordeal he went through getting
some steel plating from Fort Knox to go
into the ROTC firing range here at
Stewart Stadium.
When the stadium was built, space
was provided in it for a firing range.
During its construction, however,
military training became a volunteer
proposition from Murray State
students, and the ROTC enrollment
trailed off drastically. It's on the way
back now, though, as this year there
were 359 young men and ladies participating in it.
++++++
During the low period, however, the
firing range was never completed.
Some of the athletic coaches began
casting wishful eyes at it and corning up
with ideas for using the space. Among
the proposals were a putting green for
golfers, an archery range, and a.
baseball pitching cage.
Sensing his firing range slipping
away from his program, Johnnie went
into action one day last fall. Picking up
the phone he called an officer friend of
his at Fort Knox. They had served
together on the staff of Maj. Gen.
George S. Patton, Jr., who was on the
Murray campus a few yelirs ago and
who now commands the 2nd Armored
Division at Fort Hood,Tex.
Johnnie wanted to kpow if he could
get some of the '1-inch steel plating in
old McFeeders Hall there at Knox.
They used to drive tanks into
McFeeders Hall so the crews could fire
.30-caliber machine guns at moving
targets in front of the plates. This is no
longer in practice. Instead, they now
use the laser beam. It provides the
same marksmanship training without
the expense of live ammunition.
The steel wasn't doing anyone any
good. Could we have it. Johnnie asked
his friend. Don't see why not, came the
reply. A third officer, who had to be
involved, was put on the line. Between
the three of them, arrangements were
made for a maintenance crew from
Murray State to go to Knox and get as
much of the steel as was needed. Only
the three officers knew anything about
it as far as.Fort Knox,the Pentagon, or
anyone in the Army, for that matter,
knew about it.
++++++
The campus maintenance people
were contacted apd arrangements
made for a crew to go to Knox. They
were to cut the steel with acetylene
torches and bring it to Murra‘ to install

Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, May 24, the 144th
day of 1977. There are 221 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1625, Peter Minuit of
the Dutch West India Trading Co.
bought the island, of Manhattan from
the Indians for $24 worth of goods.
On this date:
In 1819, Queen Victoria of Britain was
born in London.
In 1830, the first passenger railroad in
the United States began service between Baltimore, Md. and Elliott's
Mills, 13 miles away.
In 1844, Samuel Morse transmitted
the first public message by telegraph —
from Washington to Baltimore.
In 1883, New York's Brooklyn Bridge
was opened.
In 1941, the German battleship
Bismarck sank the British battle
cruiser Hood in the North Atlantic, with
a loss of 1,300 lives.
In 1962, astronaut Scott Carpenter
became the second American to fly in
orbit as he circled the earth three
times.
Ten years ago: An experimental
train reached a speed of 156 miles an
hour in a test run over tracks of the
Pennsylvania Railroad.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon and Soviet officials in Moscow
signed an agreement to put cosmonauts
and astronauts into orbit together.
One year ago: The British-French
Concord,e
supersonic
airliners
inaugurated a 16-month trial'of
scheduled flights to Dulles'airport near
Washington.
Today's. birthdays: Folk singer Bob
Dylan is . 36 years old. Former
Democratic Rep. Wilbur Mills of
Arkansas is 68.
Thought for today: A zoo is a place
devised for animals to study the habits
of human beings — Oliver Herford,
English writer and illustrator, :8631935.
•
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in the range as part of its bullet trap.
Arriving at Knox as directed, they
checked with the MP's on the gate and
were directed to McFeeders Hall. It is a
wooden building, built during World
War II but
in use for vehicle
storage and for classrooms.
It was full of vehicles and troops were
in the classrooms when the Murray
fellows arrived. They had been told to
cut steel, and they got right with it,
firing up their torches, pulling down
their metal face guards and starting
cutting.
- They had been at It only a short time
before a soldier, who just happened to
have been passing, rushed in to tell
them excitedly that the building was on
fire. Sparks from the torches had
ignited the lint, dust and what-have-you
accumulated over the past 36 years in
its walls.
Within minutes, every fire truck on
the big base came screaming toward
the 'building. The fire cheif — the
second most powerful man on any
military post and all dressed up in his
braid and medals — was soon jumping
up and down, angrily wanting to know
- - what in the h-- is going on?"
Innocently, , the Murray fellows
backed up against a wall, their eyes the
size of saucers. The post engineer came
roaring up, hopping mad. Nobody, but
nobody, does anything to modify a
building on an Army post vIthout the
post engineer's permission, arid ,t1tif
one had no idea the steel cutting was
going on or was even planned.
++++++
''When I came to the office that
morning," Prichard moaned, "I
noticed a high wind blowing, and the
thought occurred to me: 'I hope those
fellows don't go up there and set
something on fire. Why,they could burn
up half of Fort Knox.' It wasn't 30
minutes before the phone was literally
jumping on my desk!"
It was his friend at Knox,calling with
the news of what had happened."If that
building had burned," Johnnie went on,
-they would have heard about it at
NATO within 10 minutes. The Lord only
knows what would have happened. I
know the major general who commands the post probably would have
lost his job. There's no telling where
they would have sent me!"
++++++
To make a long story short, the
Murray fellows were ordered off the
base and sent home empty handed.
Some weeks later, after the building,
the steel and the tempers had cooled,
Prichard was back on the phone
begging for the steel, which was valued
at something like $25,000. He eventually
got it, and back to Knox went the
Murray cutting crew. This time they
were met by the firemen.
Not only had the building been
evacuated of vehicles and personnel,
but fire trucks had been stationed
around it. A hose also had been snaked
through a window. While the torches
blazed away and the sparks flew,
firemen kept a steady stream of water
on the inside walls of the old.building to
keep it from catching fire.
The steel now is placed in the firing
range. The danger of reducing Fort
Knox to ashes has long since passed,
but Johnnie still shivers at how close it
all was."A fire on an Army post, even
one in a wastebasket, can bring the
wrath of God down upon your head," he
said, smoothing his ribbons. "They've
sent fellows to the -North Pole for less
than that.
-Man if that building had really
caught fire in that wind, it would have
been worse than Sherman burning
Atlanta, but we got our steel."
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By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor

10 Years
Calloway County voters turned out
nearly 4,00k strong yesterday in a
primary witch saw a ballot filled
mostly with state office candidates.Pat
McCuiston was elected as State Senator
from this area. New members of the
Murray City Council elected were C. W.
Jones and Mike Weaver,
Deaths reported include Hubert
Carter,age 60.
Miss Mitzi Cook,daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Cook, was named as"Miss
Murray High" in class day activities at
the school. The seniors dedicated this
year's annual to Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Jr.,
their sponsor fol. the Oast sik, years,
with Linda Ryan, editor, making the
presentation.
John Quertermous, Dan Miller, Bob
Taylor, and Buster Scott of Murray
High School have qualified for the
Kentucky Golf Tournament which is
now in session at Fort Knox.
Bacon is advertised at 59 cents per
pound in the ad for Jim Adams IGA this
week.

20 Years Ago
The Murray Hospital has been
operating as a non profit community
hospital since May 15, 1947. It is
operated by a Board of Directors of
seven men who are elected annually
from the 20-man Board of Constituency,
all of whom serve without pay.
Deaths reported include Bob Moore,
age62.
Wilma Boyd, Frances Perry,
Charlotte Trevathan, Paula Blalock,
and Ann Falwell are the top five seniors
to be honored in graduation exercises of
the Murray Training School on May 27.
Larry W. Woodall, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenton Woodall, Dexter Route
One, has completed recruit training at
the Marine Corps Recruit Depot,Parris
Island,S. C.
A-B Roy D. Williams, son of Victory
Williams, has been assigned to the Jet
Mechanic School at Amarillo Air Force
Base, Texas, where he will receive
specialized training in one of the Air
Force's foremost technical courses.

for going three sheets in the wind
beats
anything most of us experience on the
outside...
Booze at discount prices, tax-free, a
tendency on the prat of club
management to promote bar sales to a
point of irresponsibility, and a general
climate of fellowship which makes one
drink lead to another all combine to
pose special problems, however.
Leadership has been wanting in all
the services to keep those special
problems under control. What the
Army is doing in clubs abroad is a
welcome sign that leadership is'at last
heading in a right direction.
0+0
Thought for the week: By the time a
man realizes that his father may have
been right about a few things, he often
has a son who thinks he's wrong about a
lot of things.
0+0
Toll-free information concerning lake
conditions at LakeZarkley is available
from any point in Kentucky now, via a
telephone recording system.
Col. Henry J. Hatch,district engineer
of the Nashville District, Corps of
Engineers, said the information can be
obtained by calling 1-800-592-5404.
The recorded message answering
such calls provides such items as lake
conditions (clear, murky or muddy);
• whether or not discharges are
scheduled from the powerhouse; water
temperatures; tailwater conditions;
and whether the lake LI rising or falling.
Col. Hatch said nearly all the lakes in
the Nashville District have been using
the Code-A-Phone system of relaying
lake information for some time; but
this is the first time inthe district that
the calls can be made from outside the
local areas without paying a long
distance charge.
Now visitors traveling to the lake
may call and receive the information
free from any point within the state of
Kentucky.
Public use of the system will be
studied during the 1977 recreation
season to determine whether such a
sentice may be justified at the other
eight lakes operated by the Corps in the
Cumberland River basin.
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Treating Insomia
By F.J.L. Blasingame, M.D

G. Mr. I.R, in his 50s, writes, cal
Association by Quentin dividual may
need more than
"I never have been a sound Regestein,
M.D.. a resarcher at eight hours, another
sleeper, but now I am getting
may be
the Sleep Clinic at Peter Bent comfortable
worse. In fact, I am troubled
with five hours.
Brigham Hospital in Basion.
Fortunately, inscahnia will
with chronic iifsomnia.
His studies show that mcist in- not lead
to other complicatom.
"I don't think that I am sick
somniacs actually sleep more It may
came mild fatigue, but
or bothered enough to see a than they
realize. He believes it is not serious.
physician, but I feel exhausted
,physicians should recognize
Occasionally, chronic pain,
much of the time.
that sleep problems may be such
as from arthritis or bur"Do you have any suggesminor and that pills or other sitis,
may interfere wittc goir.g
tions that might help me?"
medications are not often to
sleep or may cause a person
A. Since you are troubled
needed. He recommends seek- to wake
Up because of the achwith chronic insomnia, you ing
out the cause of any ing.
Treating the pain often
would probably benefit by
sleeplessness.
assists sleeping.
seeing a physician in the hope Many poor
sleepers overBladder irritation commonly
that he could assist you in medicate
themselves with a interferes
determining the cause of your
with sleep. A urine
prescribed sedative, an overexamination is an essential
sleep problem. If the cause can the-counter
medicine,
or large part of a
checkup when iksombe discovered first it may amount of alcohol
in order to nia is
concerned. An enlarged
point to treatment which would sleep.
prostate may cause an inFirst, it is important to realcrease in the frequency of night
ing
ourelle
maythe assured by a re- ize that sleep
brY
requirements are urination from
par in-'a recent issue of the highly variable.
inadequate
While one in- emptying of
Journal of the American Medithe bladder.
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We went by to vote early this morning. Hope you did, too. We'll all know
the peoples' choices after the polls
close.
0+0
The Army's decision to cut out
"happy hours" in servicemen's clubs in
Europe deserves to be copied on posts
and bases throughout the world.
The military spends endless sums of
money trying to dry out alcoholics and
get useful work out of. them. At the
same time it tends to encourage an
alcoholic-ridden social environment...
Thwilitary propensity for wettingdown parties and mass celebrations of
various kinds which serve as an excuse

Let's Stay Well

ft

R.
pr

F.J.L Blasingame. M.D
Drinking fluids late in the
day, especially in the form of
coffee, tea and colas, may
cause insomnia from excessive
caffeine, as well as from the
fluids. A small portion of milk
at bedtime may help because it
contains an amino acid that
contributes to sleep.
Tensions from anxiety. fear.
financial stress or conflicts in
personal relationships need exploration and airing to see if
they are contributing to insomnia.
Regular exercise or fatigue
from work can help a person
sleep.
When you get in bed, relax
your muscles, hold still and
concentrate on your slow
breathing. Or get up and read
or write until you are sleepy.
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Munay Business News Briefs
Tindall new Fisher-Price V.P.
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EAST AURORA, N.Y. —
The appointment of James
R. Tindall as vicepresident of sales and
marketing for Fisher-Price
Toys was announced today
May 17) by Henry H.
Coords, president.
Mr. Tindall, , most
recently vice-president of
The Quaker Oats Company
in Chicago, the parent of
Fisher-Price, succeeds
Charles J. Weinschreifler,
who has left the East
Aurora firm to accept a
position with another
company.
A seven-year veteran of
Quaker; Mr. Tindall joined
the company as a
marketing assistant and
was named brand manager
in the Foods Division ml
1972. He was promoted to
group manager — new
products in 1974, and later
that year became product
group manager — readyto-eat cereals. He has been
vice-president in the foods
Division since late this
year.
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Peoples Bank joins celebration

sales manager; Charles S.
Riter, advertising director; and Terry J. Thompson, director of public
relations.
In his new position, Mr.
Tindall will be responsible
for all sales and marketing
activities at Fisher-Price,
which last year had sales in
excess of $180 million. The
company is the world's
largest manufacturer of
infant and. preschool toys,
employing over 4,500
worldwide.
Fisher-Price has four
domestic facilities — in
East Aurora, Holland, and
Medina, N.Y., and in
Murray, Kentucky. Other
interests are in Mt. View,
California; Mexico, and
Belgium. In Europe,
Fisher-Price
has its
headquarters operation in
Brussels with sales companies in the United
Kingdom, France, and
Germany. Overall, the
Mike Love, third from
company distributes to left, owner of McDonald's,
over 80 countries of the presents a check to
representatives of the
world.
Track teams and coaches

MURRAY, Ky. May 23,
1977) — The Peoples Bank
of Murray is joining some
135 banks in Kentucky,
Indiana and Tennessee in

Man Of The Year

Mr. Tindall received his
undergraduate degree in
economics from
the
University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, in 1966 and an
MBA _degree in marketing
from DePaul University of
Chicago two years later.
"Mr. Tindall brings to
Fisher-Price substantial
experience gained as the
key marketing officer of
what is the largest volume
area of Quaker U.S.
Grocery Products," said
Henry Coords. "His appointment will assure a
high level of expertise as
seen from different product
experience."
Reporting to Mr. Tindall
will be department heads
in the sales-marketing
group of Fisher-Price,
specifically: David B.
Fisher, Manager
of
product coordination; John
R. Hampton, director of
,marketing — Canada;
William J. Pasco, general

Charles A. Marcussen,
manager of the Murray
CREDITHRIFT office is a
May graduate of the
company's Management
Development Seminar.
The three-day course at
CREDITHRIFT's national
headquarters in Evansville, Ind. is designed to
enable managers to better
serve their customers and
handle managerial and
supervisional responsibilities in the best
possible manner. The
managers participate in
group discussions, role
playing and problem
solving as well as individual study.
The Murray office is part
of a coast-to-coast system
of more than 500 branches.
CREDITHRIFT employs
more than 3,000 people, has
total resources in excess
of $735 million and offers its
common stock on the New
York Stock Exchange.
Marcussen
said
CREDITHRIFT
offers
personal loans and retail
financing of durable
consumer goods such as
new and used autos,
watercraft, motorcycles,
campers, appliances and
other household furnishings.

nection with the nev.
Calloway County High
School football field
Pictured, left to right, are
Jim Nix, Callowa Boys
Track Coach. Tomlin!,
Futrell, representing the
Boys Track Team. Sae
Outland, Calloway Girls
Track Coach, Mina Todd,
representing the Girls
Track Team, Mr Love,
Ruth Eversmeyer, McDonald's store activities

of Calloway County High
School for $450 which was
the funds derived from the
sale of special McDonald's
certificates redernmed for

Treas Building Center
has become the exclusive
sponsor of the Kitchen of
the Week, which will appear every Wednesday .in
the Murray Ledger &
Times.

Printer adds creative specialist
Lyle Underwood, owner
of Creative Printers announces the appointment of
Mrs. Pete (Dickie) Wyro as
Creative Specialist.
Cseative Printers is a
Murray based printing
firm.
Mrs. Wyro brings to the
firm wide and varied ex-
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Fire
Protection
its nice to'
wrrnrn a few feet of a
fire hydrant But it's even nicer to know
that you have the Coverage. you reed in
case a fire does strike
When you alSure with us you're
assured of getfing the protectron you
need - and at the best rates possibi,
We're: an rndependent agency, and
that means we shop around to get thrr
coverage for you from
the bes•
insurance company for your parficura•
need

1

periences
in
radio,
television and print media.
She was formerly an advertising copywriter for
WLAC radio and served as
production manager of
Amusement Business (a
subsidiary of Billboard
Magazine) and creative
specialist for the Les Hart
Agency and Bill Walker
Associates, both advertising agencies based in
Nashville.
Pete Wyro is currently a
masters candidate at
Murray State University
and serves the Murray
Ledger and Times as a
staff writer.

1

Dr. and Mrs. V.W.
Etherton of
Murray
recently attended a four
day advanced health care
seminar, conducted by the
Parker
Chiropractic
Research Foundation, in
Dallas, Texas.
At the May 12-15 PCRF
seminar, Dr. Etherton
attended special classes in
X-ray
analysis
and
drugless pain
relief
techniques, as well as
refresher courses in
physical, orthopedic, and
neurological examination
methods.
The Parker Chiropractic
Research
Foundation,
headed by Dr. James
Parker, pioneered efforts
to improve chiropractic
care, and doctor - patient
relation's Its bimonthly
seminars attract doctors
and chiropractic assistants
from the United States,
Canada, and a number of
foreign countries. More

We can't brrng the hydrant closer fir
you - but we can gne you enough {,,,msurance prote(tron

344 fast Main street
Murray, Ks 420-1
Phone 7;1-0121

the
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Alum.num And Vinyl Siding
Majestic FireplaceseAluminum Awnings

Hazel, Ky
Phone,492-8647 tor free Estimates

EMERGENCY
SERVICE
We ao our part,
hand -in -hand
with your physician,- to promote
recovery from ill-

753-5:397 .

753-7360
304 Mom, Murray

much alike.
But some work for only
one (ompanv while
others (like us) are independent. warking only
for you.
An agent working for
one

RANK mores

The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing

WINCHESTER.

(really i•
Phroographer

ness. In mere min-

"We've been in business
in Benton for More than 93
years," said Bob. "We've
had the pleasure of serving
many, wonderful families.
The Kitchen of the Week
is another service to the
people of our community.
It is a program which has
attracted a good deal of
interest and enthusiasm in
communities across the
nation. We at Treas
Building Center are proud
and delighted to be able to
offer it here.

utes only, your,
prescription is
compounded and
delivered.
Coil the

Clinic
Pharmacy

This Business News Feature
will appear each Saturday
in the
Murray Ledger and Times

The

Prescription
Specialists

753-8301
Free Delivery

DONALD R. TUCKER, A FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM

LISTINGS•SALES•MANAGEMENT•APPRAISALS

DONALD R.

UCKER
REALTOR

MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professional Salespeople to serve you

NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon
Chuck Shuffett
Patricia Miller
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B.

436-5676
753-4560
753-7550
753-1930

DONALD R. TUCKER, A Nil SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
Member Multi-listing Service and Murray-Calloway Board of Realtors

We at the

company

must

the company. N
he doesn't hi job may
be in jeopardy.
With us, we must
satisfy only You. If the incompany
surance
doesn't make good. they
will lose all our business.
not just yours. So they
can't afford to cross
either of us up.
How does this wort
when you have a claim(
Sim*. were always
on your side.

Bank of Murray
extend our

satisfy

'1,11011BRAMINIIPANi

Tags
Menus
Posters
• Booklets
SERVICES , Stationery
Business Forms
Cam ign Specialties

WILSON
WOOLLEY

Most insurance agents

YOu rretSt

Bel-Air Center Telephone 753-4751

102 N. 4th Street

A Small Business AdSCORE
ministration
representative will be in
the Commissioner's
Chambers, (Second floor),
City Hall, Paducah. from
9:00 a.m. till 12:00 noon,
Thursday, June 2. Call the
Commissioner's Office,
1502) 442-7561, for more
details. SCORE, Service
Retired
Corps
of
Executives; offers counseling and training to
management
upgrade
skills.

look pretty

PROVIDING MURRAY'S

Cards
Labels
Folders
Programs
Die Cutting
PRIMING
Publications
Church Bulletins

SCORE
NEWS

All Insurance Agents
are about alike - until you have a claim.

Insurance

MOST COMPLETE BUSINESS INSURANCE SERVICE

Office • Studio

OFFICE PROM CI'S, INC.

Starting 3rd Y, ;r, Downtown

SE.Ve

BUSINESS
PORTRAITS

egwin 4:51CZes
cr
ALUMINUM SERVICE CO

YOUR Independent
AGEfsiT

Big K adds two

MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE
r,

best

the

•
"There are many factors will offer dozens ot
which must be considered possibilities to modern
in remodeling a Kitchen or kitchen planning. We know
building a new one," said the program will be of
Bob Cunningham owner of 'great aid in helping the
Treas Building Centef. homemaker decide exactly
"The Kitchen of the Week what kind of kitchen is best
for her.
"Today's modern kitchen," he added, "is the
than 1,800 participated in most important room in the
May's seminar.
home. The housewife and
Dr. Parker states, "It is her family spend a great
gratifying to see the public deal of time there. It is the
acknowledge chiropractic focal point for household
as a natural healing activities.
"Consequently, it is
science that paves the way
that
to better health and a important
the
longer life. The doctors and housewife know what
assistants who attend our unique and exciting things
seminars are demon- can be done to give her
strating a desire to in- kitchen the look she's
crease their knowledge and always wanted, a kitchen
expand their service to the with real flair." Bob
people of the community." Cunningham . listed a
number of the elements
which go into proper kitchen design. Among them
are proper lighting s'and
NASHVILI,E, Tenn.
Kuhn's-Big K Stores Corp. ventilation, adequate
today counter space and storage
AMEX: KBK
proper
and
reported the signing of a space
lease for a new 42,550 placement of appliances,
square-foot Big K discount such as refrigerator, range
department store in 'and sink, in order to create
Russellville, Kentucky; the most efficient work
and announced it will open pattern.
its new Franklin, Tennessee, Big K store on May
19.

Dr. and Mrs. Etherton Attends Classes

es

The Murray
nsurance Agcy

the birthday celebration
today of a healthy and
prolific 10-year-old.
Master Charge, the
nation's largest bank credit
card program, is 10 years
old this month. By offering
local merchants and
customers the convenience
of Master Charge, the bank
here has contributed to the
extraordinary growth of
the program.
Since its inception in
1967, Master Charge acceptance has grown from
800 domestic merchant
outlets to include more
than 4.6 million cardholders with annual gross
transactions totaling $13.7
billion.
The, occasion is being
observed
at
Master
Charge's
generally
acknowledged birthplace,
First National Bank of
Louisville, where a party
for more than 200 of the
program's original employees and merchants has
been planned.
Louisville's first
National was among the
founders of this national
credit card program, and
Master Charge's early
success in Kentucky, Indiana and Tennessee
helped the program gain
the acceptance needed to
become the dominant
national bank credit card.

Kitchen of the week to be regular feature
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Louisville, Kentucky —
Robert H. Karnman,
President of Gibbs-Inman
Company, a Louisville
printing firm has been
named "Kentucky Small
Business Man of the Year."
Kaltman, whose business
career spans 22 years with
Gibbs Inman was officially
named for the Kentucky
honor today by R.B.
Blankenship, Louisville
District Director for, the
U.S. Small Business Administration.
President Carter has
. proclaimed the week of
May 22, as National Small
Business Week and Kenmanager, and Jim Ghan, tucky Governor Julian
general manager of the Carroll issued a similar
Murray McDonald's store. proclamation for the
Staff photo by Mike Commonwealth of KenBrandon
tucky.
one dollar's worth of food
Mr. Karnman has been
and beverages at the invited to Washington for
McDonald's restaurant the Small Business Man of
here. McDonald's con- the Year ceremonies
tributed fifty cents for during the week of May 22.
every dollar certificate He is invited to the White
sold by the students and the House ceremony for the
funds will be used to build National Small Business
an asphalt track in con- Man award.

Calloway track team receives McDonald check

Marrcussen
attends seminar

eer
of
be

Edited by
FRANK GONZALES

by Bill Boyd

Some
rare • old
banknotes are valued by
collectors at over $2,000.
As this hobby grows in
popularity, it may rival
stamp collecting. The
value of old banknotes
limy increase greatly,
just as stamps.

Would you value our opinion and advice on any
.money matter? Stop in. We'll help you if we can.
Our specialty is money and its management.
PEOPLES BANK
cy/
MultlIAT

HAVERSTOCK
VAN
Indeptcr
Agent
SERVICE FOR All
YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS

PliRDOM & THURMAN
Insurance Agency

Member FDIC

ItY

-wis

753-4451

CONGRATULATIONS
James R. Tindall
Lyle Underwood and Mrs. Pete Wyro
Robert H. Kamman
Charles A. Marcussen
Dr.& Mrs. V.W. Etherton
The Calloway County Track Team
and McDonalds
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Net-Cutting
Time Of Year,
Says Erving

Standing On
The Firing Line

By Mike Brandon
By The Associated Press
Sports Editor
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Julius Erving doesn't need a
calendar to know what time of
year it S.
"This is what I call netcutting time," said Dr. J, the
basketball surgeon of the
Name someone who used to be in the news a lot that you
Tournament for a pair of Tigers.
Philadelphia 76ers. "The
no longer hear about much anymore.
In the doubles, Murray High will enter Raymond Sims
playoffs — I love them. This is
Well, there's Spiro Agnew, Timothy Leary and Mel Puralong with Brad Boone.
the best time of year, what we
cell.
The Tiger girls will have Robyn Burke and Jill Austin
work for all winter.
The first two are finished, the third, well, he's just starplaying in the singles while Kathy Outland and Candy
By JOHN NELSON
Forego, three-time Horse of
Cauthen, the 17-year-old "Not everybody gets the
ting.
Jackson will play doubles.
AP Sports Writer
the Year.
apprentice who is the nation's chance to be here, and as long
Purcell, who for the last three years has reached the
There is a possibility that in both the boys'and girls' play,
NEW YORK (AP) — It
Belmont Park, hit by a leading jockey, finished out of as I'm here I'm going to do
finals in the singles at the Kentucky State High School Tenthe Tigers could sweep the field.
,promised to be a rather boring strike of parimutuel clerks the money in his first three something. I'm going to make
nis lburnament, has been ruled eligible to play at Murray
The possibilities of having a couple of state championship
day at Belmont Park — no tout that began last week at races. Then, in, the fourth my presence felt."
High.
winners are also good.
sheets; no parimutuel clerks Aqueduct, opened Monday. race, his mount, Bay Streak, Erving put on a dazzling
Last fall, Purcell began school at Murray High then after
Of course, Purcell will be favored to cop the singles crown
to whisper tips through Admission was free, parking broke down. Velasquez, display for the sellout crowd of
a few weeks, moved to California. While in California, he
In the state tourney,though he could getsome competition.
window gratings; no betting, was free and there was no pursuing on Volney, crashed 18,276 that watched the Sixers
did not play any sports in high school but did get to work out
There's a good chance Outland-Jackson could win the
and few spectators.
betting at the track. Off-Track into Cauthen and Bay Streak. win the opening game of their
against some outstanding competition, which he could not
crown
in the doubles.
No ode had counted on Steve Betting parlors were the only Pat Day was behind them on National
Basketball
find anywhere around the Murray area.
Cauthen and Jorge Velasquez legal outlets taking bets. f3bw Return, who turned Association championship
About eight weeks ago,Purcell moved back to Murray in
getting run over in a thrashing Spectators numbered 7,514, steeplechaser and tried to series from the Portland Trail
hopes to get to play tennis and finally win the elusive
melee of crippled horseflesh. about half of what the New jump the tangle of horse-and- Blazers 107-101 Sunday.
state
title.
Believe it or not,it's that time azain.
No one knew beforehand that York Racing Association drew rider before falling.
He started with a slam-dunk
1„
Since
that
Summer
baseball will kick off tonight with
time,
Jean Cruguet's second mount on opening day a year ago. -6
pair of
he
has
not
played
a
high
school
match
off the opening tap, then
Cauthen, who has 252
and has been waiting on a ruling from the Kentucky State
games to be played in the Little League. 4,
in a week would get
But those few diehards were
dipped into his doctor's bag
High School Athletic Association.
Two games were to have been played Monday but wet
disqualified. And, while it witness to one; of the most winners in New York • this for an assortment of twisting
The ruling finally came and Monday, Purcell was ingffiunds caused the cancellation of those contests!
came as no surprise, no one exciting — and perhaps season, sustained a broken jumpers, soaring dunks,
formed he would be able to play in the Regional Tennis
We hope to do things a little differently as far as the
could have been sure that bizarre — days of racing the right arm, fractured rib and spinning layups and sparkling
Tournament, which will begin Friday at the MSU Tennis
reporting of the games goes.
Monday would mark the NYRA could have hoped to concussion. He was admitted passes. By the time he was
to Long Island Jewish
Complex.
Each league should have a responsible scoreieepr
successful 1977 debit of offer.
iutwyith
through, he had 33 points, five
Hospital and will remain there
Purcell is expected to take about 20 minutes to finish off
good baseball knowledge. That person will have the
of
rebounds, four assists and
for a couple of days. Dr. Mark
his opponents,if they can be called that.
calling the results into the paper at a certain time each day.
three steals.
Copen said Cauthen would
Along with Purcell, Brent Austin will also be playing in
We hope to have more detail than last year and hope to
If Portland is to even the
wear a cast from his elbow to
the
singles.
have
a story on each league but the cooperation of the
Austin
has
played
at
number
one
and
number
series which resumes here
his knuckles for as long as six
two this season,alternating the spots with Raymond Sims.
leagues and the scorekeepers will be a must.
Thursday night, it's going to
weeks. He probably won't ride
Austin is undefeated and could very well wind up playing
The rest of the leagues in the Murray Baseball
have to find a way to put the
for several weeks.
Association are scheduled to begin next week.
Purcell in the Singles finals, meaning a trip to the State
doctor under sedation.
The Murray American Legion team will open its season
Velasquez, meanwhile,
June 5 so the summer sports season is upon us.
broke two bones in his right
leg, one in the ankle and the
other in his heel. A cast was
applied, and
he
was
discharged from Long Island
BY MAIL
Jewish Hospital. The cast is
0'
*i
‘
From
TUFF
STUFF
not expected to keep him out
-1)
•L •
of the Belmont Stakes June 11,
with proof of purchase ,
when'ik,could ride either Iron
from one of these
Suggested
Constiflion or Sanhedrin.
Retail Price
multi-purpose
Day was not injured, but
$2.75
heap last season by San Diego blanking the Blue Jays on six
By FRED ROTHENBERG
cleaning products
Bay Streak and Volney had to
and Oakland. McCovey made hits, while striking out eight.
AP
Sports
Writer
from
Union
Carbide
be destroyed.
Langford, 4-3, was backed
Willie McCovey, the Jack the Giants' team, in spring
Hardly had the shock dulled Benny of the,. baseball set, training and is looking like the by Tony Armes' two-run
homer, which keyed a threebefore the fans saw Cruguet, would not mind staying 39 McCovey of old and new.
"I'm using the whole field," run second inning.
the much-maligned jockey of forever.
Braves 6,Padres 5
He says his aching knees are said the powerful left-handed
Kentucky
Derby
and
Rookie Barry Bonnell's tiePreakness winner Seattle better than they were 10 years slugger whose three hits
Slew, bring Secret Lanvin ago, and who can argue with raised his batting average to breaking single in the Ilth
_do
.318. "People have been trying scored Jeff Burroughs and
home first in the Shuvee hissuccess this season?
/ Get this imitation chamois free. Its perfect for all
McCovey,looking menacing to get me to quit pulling the boosted Atlanta past San
Handicap. But Secret Lanvin
II your multi-purpose cleaning needs. Just send us the
was disqualified for inter- again with his big piece of ball for 18 years. I can't say Diego. Bonnell paced the
$ cash register receipt with the purchase price circled
when
I
Braves'
for one of the above multi-pucpcise cleaning
15-hit
attack
decided
with
a
to
lumber,
do
it,
lashed a double and
but
fering with Sweet Bernice and
a products. In addition, write the AS number found on
Pacific Princess in the deep two singles, keying a, 15-hit when I went to spring training double and three singles.
the bock of the can on the cash register receipt
assault that carried the San I started to go the other way
1
stretch.
SEND TO FREE CHAMOIS OFFER
and
•
stayed
with
it."
Francisco Giants to a 7-2
P0 Box 2466. Reidsville, NC 27322
Mississippi Mud was moved victory over the St. Louis
Giants starter Ed Halicki, 3I NAMf
to first, Sweet Bernice to Cardinals in a nationally 4, limited St. Louis to five hits
I ADDRESS. .
second, and Secret Lanvin televised game Monday night. and one run through semen-CITY
was set back to third.
Left on the baseball scrap innings, but gave up three
ST ATE
Zr?
Only one cnomoe per ramify Valid where prohibited.
Last Thursday, Lady
straight hits in the eighth for
By The Associated press
I ucensect restricted or taxed Request must be made on they
Singer, another Cruguet
another run. Gary Lavelle
it official order form Offer expires September 1 1 977 TS FP5 77 40
American League
Cutting Padres
mount, was set back to last for
East
relieved and snuffed out the
interference at Aqueduct.
5821 L5 Pct. GB
SAN DIEGO (AP) — It's an rally with the aid of a double Bait
.583
Boston
old story with the San Diego play.
21 16 .568
Red
Sox
4,
Yankees
3
N
York
21
.538
18
11
/
2
Padres, struggling in the
Boston's Bill Lee is getting Milwkee
21 21 .500 3
bottom half of the Western
516 W. aids
Detroit
17
zo
.459
41,4
Division of the National his revenge for a shoulder Toronto
24
17
.415
League. But new ideas are injury, incurred in a brawl Cleve
14 21 .400 61
/
2
West
coming up about what to do with .the Yankees one year
ago,
that
wrecked
Minn
his
1976
25
14
.641
—
DISCOVER THE FUN
about it.
Chicago
72 15 .595 2
The Evening Tribune has season.
It's good for your health
Texas
19 16 .543 4
He
not
only
pitched
five-hit
published a clipout coupon
Calif
19 21 .475 641
ball
before
being
relieved
by
Summer Bowling Leagues
asking that the public "place
Oakland
19 21 .475 61
/
2
18 20 .474 6101
the blame" and offering as Bill Campbell in the eighth, K.C.
Will Start This Month
16 28 .364 ll'ot
possible candidates Buzzie but served up a home run Seattle
Monday's Results
pitch to Reggie Jackson that
Bavasi,
president
of
the
club,
REMEMBER GET YOUR LEAGUES TOGETHER EARLY
Oakland 3, Toronto 0
owner Ray Kroc, Manager may be a source of dissension
Baltimore 6, Milwaukee 5, 10
ORDER THOSE SHIRTS EARLY!
Yankees.
the
for
innings
John McNamara,and pitching
After Jackson's homer, the
Boston 4, New York 3
coach Roger Craig.
Only games scheduled
Bavasi generally is getting Yankees slugger declined to
Tuesday's Games
most of the votes "but some offer his hand for the
Seattle (Pagan 1-1) at CleveThe following is a
customary
round
of
handland (Dobson 0-3), (n)
are blaming everybody, even
list of the League Meetings
shakes as he entered the New
Milwaukee (Augustine 5-4) at
sportscasters
and
anBaltimore(Palmer 5-3),(
nouncers," says Joe Stein, York dugout.
Boston
(Tiant 2-3) at New
Yankees Manager Billy
sports editor of the Tribune.
Monday Night Men
York (Holtztnan 2-3 or PatterMay 30, 7:00 p.m.
The San Diego Union's Martin planned to reprimand son 0-1). (n)
California (Ryan 6-4) at Desports editor, Jack Murphy, Jackson today.
Orioles 6,Brewers 5
troit (Hiller 1-4), (n)
said
Kroc
was
unlikely
to
Monday Night Women
fire
May 30, 7:00 p.m.
Only games scheduled
Pat Kelly's on a hitting tear,
Bavasi and "has written
National League
was
it
his
but
eyes
•
that
won
Bavasi into his will for a
Summer Hours
East
the game for the Orioles in the
iubstantial
piece
of the
W L Pct. GB
Mon.-Thurs.
inning.
10th
Kelly,
who
had
Pitts
team."
25 12 .676 —
12:00 - 11 p.m.
23 13 .639 Pi
"Kroc could change the will tied the orewith an eighth- Chicago
7.00 p.m
Louis
S
73 16 .579 3'02
,,walked on four
Fri. & Sat.
at any time he has that whim, inning
Phlls
19 17 .528 510:
but that's unlikely," wrote straight pitches with the bases Montreal
9
a.m.
11
p.m.
14 21 .400 10
Thursday Night Couples
10th.
the
loaded
in
N York
Murphy.
15 23 395 10;t
Sun.
Ken Singleton triggered the
7.00 p.m
West
1:00 - 11 p.m.
winning rally with a double off Los Ang
30 10 .750 —
GOLF
18 20 .474 11
loser Jim Slaton, 2-5. A single Cinci
2
DUBLIN, Ohio — Jack by Lee May brought in Houston
16 23 .410 1311
Friday Morning Ladies
S
Fran
16
23
.410
13
,
#2
Nicklaus completed a round of reliever Bob McClure, who
May 27
10:00 a.m.
17 26 .395 1411
one-under-par 71, some 21 has a 1.45 ERA in 20 ap- S Diego
Atlanta
15 26 .366 1542
hou'rs after starting the final pearances for the Brewers.
Mooday's Results
round, and won his own
New York at Pittsburgh,
A's 3, Blue Jays0
Sunday Hight Couples
ppd., rain
weather-plagued
Memorial
Oakland
rookie
Rick
San Francisco 7, St. Louis 2
May 29
710 p.m.
Open Golf tournament by two Langford ended his three2
Atlanta 6, San Diego 5, 11 instrokes over Hubert Green.
game losing streak by nings
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
tones
DIST111111TOIO1SW
Montreal (Stanhouse 3-61 at
WILL NOT 111111tilld WITS PRESENT ESPLOYMBIT
to
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NO MUM 111111188110
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01-17
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(Forsch
,
(
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*Port.
ExPires
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gin eheZngete.
Atlanta (Easterly 1-0) at San
,
Dietn buthr
,0„1
service these retail outlets
Ad OnV
monthly, leo
This
awe
—,
—
Diego
(Griffin
3-2), (n)
hours
spare time per month
With
CPes reports $99 00 and up possible profit per day. Figure the
Houston (Lemongello 1-5) at
income you desire per month. Each location requires 0187.00 inFor any further
Los Angeles (Rhoden 6-1), (n)
vestment You may have 24. 36 or *locations• CosuiPenY
iscw'res
Cincinnati (Nolan 3-0) at San
locations
and
indalls
you.
products
for
information contact
Francisco (McGlothen 24),(n)
This is a bonarid offer and if you are not sincere about owning
Wednesday's Games
ruff own buslitent, or do
Montreal at Chicago
meet time.
the above financial
r eqifiremelts,let's not waste notother's
each
Philadelphia at St. Louis,(n)
Atlanta at San Diego, (n)
/01 P4163011Al COMMIX/1AL wrartaw uu
Cincinnati at San Francisco,
mg.swv.Perry, Pedeeeh,591-443-7521'Way thno 9**,867 &IL 9,9 vim (n)
753-2202
Houston at Los Angeles, (n)
Only games scheduled

Kiri-ray Ledger & Times

Cauthen Injured, Two Horses
Destroyed In Belmont Crash

Purcell Eligible To Play For Tigers

Little League Opens

Willie McCovey-Slams
Cardinals Into Ground

1

Imitation
Free Cham
—ois

7/iffSadf

1.50 i 1.40

Major League
Standings

BOWLING

Captain D's,

OFFER
SPECIAL
price
regula
ati
116s
69 game at
the,,second FREE
and get

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

libu get piecesof
deliciousfish filet,
plentyofcrispfrench fries,
freshcreamycoleslaw,
and Southern-Style
hush puppies.
only

$144

Captain D's,

12TH MID OLIVE

753-9383
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Don Shelton Named New
Grid Coach At Reidland
Don Shelton is back in the
business of coaching.
For two years, Shelton has
been an assistant football
coach at Reidland High School
under Roger White.
White recently resigned to
accept p post in Alabama and
at a board meeting Monday
night, Shelton was named to
replace White as the new head

Don Shelton

Upon his graduation from
Louisville, he coached for two
years at Eastern High School
in Jefferson County betbre
going to the assistant coaching
position at Roosevelt High
School in Atlanta.
After a year at Atlanta,
Shelton returned to Henderson
where he was head coach for
six years. He had one undefeated team that went 10-0
and in 1959, his team finished
12-0 and won the Class 2-A
state championship.
From 1960 through 1966,
Shelton was the head coach at
Murrai State University,
After the 1966 season, Shelton
remained at Murray and
taught in the education
department until he took the
post at Reidland as an
assistant in 1975.
Last
season,
the
Greyhounds finished with a 4record.
"I'm pleased and excited to
have the opportunity to get
back into coaching," Shelton
said..
"LL.
-am fond of the community and the administration
at Reidland and I've been
happy in my two years there
as an assistant," Shelton said.
"My goal is to give them a
quality program with consistency," Shelton added.
Shelton's son, Doug, played
on the 1974 Murray High state
championship team and is a
member of the Murray State
football team.

Johnny Wooden Still Follows
Careers Of Walton And Jabbar

SIGNS SCHOLARSHIP—Joe Graves (second front left) inked a baseball
scholarship to Union
University Monday. Left to right are Murray Nigh baseball coods Charles
Arciter, Graves, Mary
Graves and Jo. Graves Sr.
!SreH Phil* try Mike fireedee)

Graves Signs Baseball
Scholarship At Union
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Carpenter, collector and
college.
Those are the three "c's" of
Joe Graves' life.

•
By FRED ROTHENBERG
"The Blazers played better"
• But Kareem is the
AP Sports Writer
team ball than the Lakers. outstanding individual in the
..lohn Wooden is not your You don't get to see that much game today, possibly
the best
typical Monday morning good team ball in the pros who's ever played."
quarterback. When he wat- anymore."
Wooden, active since his
ches a pro basketball game on
When you. played at UCLA retirement in 1975 with
television, he doesn't root. you played team ball or you speechmaking, book
writing
And when he says Bill Walton didn't play at all.
and a summer basketball
or Kareem Abdul-Jabbar can
"Both Bill and Kareem were camp, says Walton needs
do better, they can.
team players from the very more experience.
Wooden knows.
beginning," Wooden said by
"He needs to learn to use his
The most successful college telephone from his home in body more. But this season
he
basketball coach ever, Encino, Calif. "I think that's was more successful
because
Wooden led UCLA to 10 one reason they came to me. he avoided injuries.
Maybe he
national _titles in 12 years They knew I demanded that learned to protect
himself
(1964-1975). Five of those 100 per cent."
better.
championships came during - Wooden, always
the. "He needs more emotional
the eras when Abdul-Jabbar teacher, says both of his star maturity. Physic
ally, he
and Walton ruled the students have weaknesses.
doesn't have any real
collegiate backboards.
"Kareem tends to get down - weaknesses. He comes closer
His two star centers met in at times," he said."And when to making the
most of his
the National Basketball he's down he doesn't play as abilities than
Kareem,
Association playoffs recently, well. This year, he played although Kareem
has more
with Walton's Portland much better than last year. I physical talent.
"
Blazers winning four straight think that's a credit to Jerry
games over Abdul-Jabbar's (Laker Coach Jerry West).
AUTO RACING
Los Angeles Lakers.
For some reason, Kareem was
INDIANAPOLIS — Salt
Now the Blazers are in the more motivated this season." Walther, who was bumped
midst of the NBA finals
On a technical level, from the starting field, bought
against the Philadelphia Wooden says the 7-foot-2 his way into the startin
g
76ers, who boast another Jabbar "doesn't keep his lineup
for
Sunday's
UCLA alum, guard Henry hands up around the boards as Indianapolis 500 when
he
Bibby. In Sunday's opener, well as Walton. Bill's hands purchased the interest
of a ear
Philadelphia 'beat Portland are always high, giving a qualified by Bill Puterbaugh
107-101 despite Walton's 28 target for passes.
and fired the driver.
points and 20 rebounds.
JUNIOR SOFTBALL REGISTRATION
The. Walton-Abdul-Jabbar
All girls between the ages of 7 and 16 who wish
rnatchup was the battle of the
to participate in this summer's program are asked to
giants, with Abdul-Jabbar,
fill out this
registration form. The completed form Must be
class of '69, holding a slight
returned to
the Murray-Calloway County Park Office at 10th
statistical edge, while Walton,
and Payne
class of '74, was a standout on
Streets on or before May 28. The entry fee will be $10.00.
the superior team.
NINE:
"Bill played extremely
BIRTHRATE
well," said Wooden, who
mohth/day/year
watched the four games on
MIES&
television. "He's always
PANE:
animated. He's • a great team
Protioo
Exporio
s
noo
player who knows how to use
his teammates. And Portland
Paroots flame
certainly knows how to utilize
Bill's abilities,
- (Aro wiPing to 0000k7)

Graves, a 1976 graduate of Charles Archer, who for two
Murray High School, has years coached Graves at
inked a baseball scholarship Murray High, predicted a
with Union University.
good future for Graves.
It's a bit unusual for a "I think he'll be a great
player to lay out a year and success for Union," Archer
The first two "c's" have not play ball then get a said.
He has a super curveball
been around for some time but scholarship. But the story of
as far as college, that just Joe Graves is actually a bit along with good speed and he
really keeps the ball down
unusual too.
came.
Graves moved to Murray as well. And more than anything
a junior and his first season else, he's a tireless and
with the Tigers, the hard- dedicated worker and that's
throwing righthander had a 4- really going . to give him ea
2 record. Then his senior year,, boost," Archer added.
he developed into one of the - Graves came to Murray
finest pitchers in the western from Troy, Michigan, where
part of the state.
he played from Little League
Graves finished with a 7-3 on up until the time he moved
"This MVP award is only the second player in the record and an earned run here.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — "I
don't think • I can play any especially satisfying because league's history to receive the average of 1.36. Last spring,
he pitched Murray to a 2-1 win
better or with any more it went along with the Lakers' MVP Award five times.
Bill R
conSistencY than I did this having such a great season,"
who played 13 over Livingston County and
season," Kareem Abdul- said Abdul-Jabbar, who led 'seasons for
Boston Celtics, earned the Tigers a spot in the
Jabbar said after being his team to the best regular- is the only 'other five-time Regional finals.
After graduation from high
winner of the Podoloff Trophy,
named
the
National season record in the NBA.
school,
he returned to the
"Since
I've
been
symbol
in
Los
ic of the league's MVP
Basketball Association's Most
Angeles, I believe that I've and named after the league's previous two "c's."
Valuable Player.
Since he was a youngster,
The dominating center of been getting the most out of first commissioner.
"It's a great honor to be in Graves has been collecting
the Los Angeles Lakers was a my potential. Once a player
runaway winner in the MVP reaches his late 20s or early the company of Bill Russell," baseball cards. In fact, he has
balloting results announced 30s, his physical ability and said Abdul-Jabbar, who won about 30,000 of them and they
Monday. It was the fifth time knowledge of the game begin the MVP award three times date as far back as Ty Cobb.
Some of his baseball
he had received the award in to mesh," said the 30-year-old with Milwaukee and last year
200 E. Main
former UCLA All-American.
in his first season with the paraphernalia is stored in a
the past seven years.
lock/pox at a bank.
"That'A when a player Lakers,
Just by trading and selling
begins to peak. I've matured
The Lakers lost to Portland
as a player and that's the most in the NBA playoff semifinals to local "kids, he estimates he
important part of anybody's this season, but Los Angeles makes between $40 and $50 per
potential."
Coach Jerry West still lauded week which he uses for
spending money.
Abdul-Jabbar was the his center.
And whatfibies Joe Graves
overwhelming winner in the
"Bill Walton is a great
voting by 247 NBA players, center, and he certainly had a do with his'spending money?
polled at the end of the regular gieat year," said West. "But That's where the carpentry
season. He received 159 votes he is only the second-best part comes in.
to 29 for Portland • Trail center in basketball.
Since moving to Murray.
MICHFASON'S Blazers center Bill Walton
,the
"Kareem is the best. He is Graves has been in the
.r•-• •7
runner-up.
the most dominating player in process of building a cabin on
I,
ire
\• Jr
m. A
The 7-foot-31,(2
Abdul- the game. And he has a the lake.
Everything, the walls, the
Jabbar, a veteran of. eight tremendous burden because
8 N.P. Electric Start
years in the NBA, became he is expected to do more than floors, the windows, ab*
30" Cut Rear Engine
anybody in the league — solutely everything, has been
built by Graves. He expects to
score,rebound, block shots."
See Marjorie Major
Abdul-Jabbar led the league sell the cabin now since he's
Travel Consultant
with a .579 field goal going to be going to school.
Graves will be pitching this
percent
age and was third in
- FOR TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS PAIMII CAR RENTALS,
summer for the Murray
scoring
with
a
26.2
averag
e.
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. t!'
!
. mtal
He also ranked second in American Legion and that will
No Charge by us.
rebounding, 13.3, and second help him tune up for the fall
Price same as direct.
season at Union.
in blocked shots, 3.18.
For Information and
Union finished 11-18 this
NBA
scoring
champion Pete
Travel Litervture call
past spring and Coach David
Maravi
ch
of
New
Orlean
s
•I •
753-GOGO (4646)
.••••••.
.
finished third in the balloting Blackstock said the reason for
•
White Nellie Office IkuliNeg,
with 15(• votes. Completing the that record was pitching.
711 Moe Street
"We hope that Joe will add a
rrr,
top 10 were Bob Lanier of
This Holiday Weekend
Detroit, Julius Erving of great deal of depth to our
the
Philadelphia, Moses Malone staff. We feel he's a .capable
"Weekend Freedom Nadine"
of Houston, Elvin Hayes of young man and the type of
will set you free
Washington, David Thompson person we like to recruit.
for fun
"He's willing to work exof Denver, Maurice Lucas of
Portland and Artis Gilmore of tremely hard and that gives
him a step or two on a lot of
Chicago.
people," Blackstock added.
(by mail)
Blackstock, who has been a
Bout Called Off
part of the Baltimore Oriole
"Ye
PHILADELPHIA ( AP I — organizationsJakes his team
Monday night's Spectrum on a southern swing to Florida
fight card, headed by the each spring.
Pleasui
7/
Bennie BrisCoe-Willie Warren
Four years ago, Union got to
tor disc or drum brakes
middleweight bout, Was play against the Orioles and
BRAKE
(any size)
postponed when Briscoe Blackstock is hoping such a
FW10
underwent surgery for an deal can be worked out for
appendectomy earlier in the next spring.
day at Temple University
"Being a small college Is
_
1.00.
Hospital.
good as far as baseball is
Promoter J. Russell Peitz concerned," Blackstock said
'Buy any size of PRE STONE Brake Fluid ond get o 60c cash re-%
fund by moil Just send us the cosh reguter receipt with the
said he was trying to put the
"Basically, we have four
purchase pnce circled and fili-in the AS number from the
same card together for a date sports and so really, there's nc
—SAFEST, MOST CONTRO4LABLE
bock of the can beirow
in late July.
such thing as a minor sport
CHAIN SAWS WE'VE EVER SOLD
AS Number
and a lot of emphasis is
Sign Draft Pick
Moil to Drake Fluid Oder
therefore put on baseball.'.
P0 Boa 2457
Blackstock added.
Re4dsville NC 27322
CINCINNATI (API— The
Cincinn
ati
Bengal
s
of
the
Name
National Football League
BASEBALL
Address
have signed seventh-round
NEW YORK — Biff
State
draft choices Louis Breeden of Pocoroba, who batted .555 for
Zip
City
•
North Carolina Central the Atlanta Braves last week.
Refund rewire,nost be mode on evas OttlCK6 onier form Only One
See why you're
catrueturo per fornIN voki wne•erafteltated icensea /*Unclad of
College
and Jim Corbett of was named the National
loaed Please aloe 4 to 6 *sees for neund Offer expwin October
in control with a
Pittsburgh.
116.:77
COBFR677
League Player of the Week
Corbett caught 24 passes
Nigh Perlormance When and Where
NEW YORK — Buddy Bell
while playing tight end for
You Need it
national champion Pitt last of the Cleveland Indians, with
season. Breeden, a defensive a .667 batting average and
Easy Terms at Bank Rates
back, intercepted 10 passes in seven runs batted in last week,
The
Lawn 8 Garden Business is not a sideline with us
sts W.Pk&
1976, seven in 1975 and six in was named the American
from us you get service after the sale(
League Player of the Week.
1974.
football coach at Reidland.
Shelton graduated from
Henderson High School and
played his college football
under Frank Camp at the
University of Louisville.
Shelton played as a ,runningback and as a defAive
back.

Jabbar RuntAway WinnerFor
NBA's Most Valuable Player

Murray Supply
Lawn & Garden
Center

TIMEX
REPAIR

OLD FASHION BARGAINS

Giirsoirs

Final Close-Out

Mower

4

HUFFY

4+

- A& LANDS TRAVEL A0ElfC/

Murray, Ky.

Reduced

Push
Mowers

Cost +10%

210 Tractors

10%
Plus

6PRESTONC
Brake Fluid

FREE

Rota Shear Weed Eater

0°Cash Refund

on

Off

NOW IN STOCK

SEE ALL OUR NEW

HOMELUTE
CHAIN SAWS

HOMELITE*

HOMELITE

For Standby
farm Power...
use ilomelite
Voltam&
Generators.

liomelite Ag
pumps move
corrosive
and abrasive
liquids fast.

Sell Pr,m,n9 General 111,1.1y Purnp ,o,
Farms and Ranches

'When you buy
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2 Notice

2 Notice

2 Notice

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

If You
Need Them:
Fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency
Humane Society

News, Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display
Classified, Circulation and the Business
be
may
Office
reached on 75319 16 and 753-1917
$100 REWARD for information leading to
arrest and conviction of
and run driver involved in wreck Friday
night, May 13 at intersection of 121 South
and Locust Grove Road.
Car is believed to be late
60 to. early 70 model
Couger. Light colored
th some primer spots.
Also damage on front
end. Call 436-5829.

1531441
753-1621
753-6951
753-9332
753-5131

753-3994
Comprehensive
Care
753-6612
Poison Control
753-7581
Senior Citizens . 753-0919
753-NEED
Needline
Learn To Read
753-1183

ocial Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.
FOR
WATKINS
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.

TV Towers
Rotors
Antennas
All At

YOUR NEED is Out
concern. NEEDI.INE,
753-6333.

WHOLESALE
PRICES

TV Service
Center
Cashel C•stet 753-64116

JESUS STATES in
Matthew 24:13: 14. "But
he that shall endure unto
the end, the same shall
be saved. And this
gospel of the kingdom
shall be preached in all
the world for a 'witness
unto all nations and then
shall the end come." For
further
information
consult your Bible, for
assistance call 753-0984

COON HOUND puppy
blue tick;blick andttan.
Stolen- Sunday morning
between3 and 8, on
Pottertown Rd. Any
information call John
Hutchens, 436-5642.

The Youth
Shop
504 Main
New Shipment of

Infant Wear
Free Gift Wrapping)

Sale Items

off

6 Help Wanted

GENRETIRED
TLEMAN, age 62,
looking for a lady
companion between the
ages of 62 to 65 years.
Stanley Cox, Route 3,
Cadiz, Ky. 47211.

ASSISTANT MANAGER
- fast food service.
Immediate opening in
Murray. Good future.
Starting salary with
opportunity for advancement. Applicant
must be married and
have experience in food
service. Send full
'Tesume and picture to:
Kay Barker, P.O. Box
1 2-4-27-`clguskogee,
Oklahoma, 74401.

5 Lost And Found
FOUND POODLE in
vicinity of 12th and
Poplar. Owner describe.
Call 753-5375.
6 Help Wanted

MECHANIC, rack man,
and dean-up. Call 7537114 or- come by 604
South 12th Street.

SALESMEN NEEDED
for Bonanza Buildings
throughout Western Ky.
and Southern Illinois.
Permanent career in
sales - sales presentation kit and tools - no
over night travel - excommission
cellent
potential, income over
$20,000 - Proven building
designs (Bonanza
Buildings). Will be interviewing May 26 and
27. Send resume to J. C.
Cates Construction
Company, Route 1, West
Paducah, Ky. 42086 or
call 443-8562 after 6 p.m.
for- appointment.

TOOL AND CUTTER
grinders. .Experience
desired. Col& to.Drake
Atwood, Paris, Tenn. or
call 901-642-7847.
BABYSITTER WANTED
to care for 2 children in
my home. Summer only.
required.
References
Call 753-0362 after 5 p.
m.
WANTED CUSTODIAN
for all types of work at
Taylor Motors. Apply in
person to Bob Bazzell,
303 South 4th, Murray.

WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If interested call Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.

ELECTROLUX AGAIN
OFFERS SPECIAL
PROGRAM TO
COLLEGE STUDENTS
For the eleventh consecutive year, Elec.
•trolux is offering summer part time or full
time employment to
college students. The
includes
program
$1,000, $750 and $500
special awards for
selling a fixed volume
of business. Student
participation has continually
increased.
Last year the sales
volume of students in
the sutpmer program
totaled 1ever 2 million
dollars.
Interested
students may call 4436460 in Paducah,Ky.

COUPLES OR MATURE
single *people interested
in 2nd or 3rd 'income.
and
good
Income
negotiable. For appointment, 1-502-8865547.
WEEKLY
$200.00
stuffing
POSSIBLE
envelopes. Send a selfstamped
addressed
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,Eureka, South Dakota
57437.

A.
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10 Business ()poor tun ity

DALES
LIMITED TRAVEL
S.W. Ky. and N. W.
Tenn.
Weekly draw plus
incentives
training
from $250.00 to $350.00
against liberal comSenior
mission.
earning
salesmen
$18,000 to $45,000.
Management opportunities.
include:
FringesHospitalization. Life
Profit
Insivance,
Sherng, Retirement.
You receive sales
the
in
training
territory.
Our products are
and
non-technical
readily learnable.
We sell chemical
specialties to the InFood
d ust ri a I,
processing, Autoinotiye and institutional
markets. High quality
bring
s'produets
repeat
profitable
sales.
You must have a
successful work or self
employment history.
Sales background optional. A late model
car required.
Interviews Monday
and Tuesday
CAN YOU QUALMY?

Will not interfere
with present employment. No selling
required.
Twenpr
year old company.
See our ad on the
Sports Pagejoday!

14 Want To buy
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
FEATHERBEDS
PAYING top price. Call
753-7462 after 5 a.m.

WANTED - One to 3 acres
of land East to Southeast
of Murray. Call 753-6939
after 5 p.m.
EAR CORN. D.
Grubbs, 436-5526.

"WE MEET AT AvON/6ofT IF WE HAvE
MONEY, YE 6IVES
wmirE POWPER...

B.

COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold
and sterling. Call 7539232.

Contact
GEORGE FOUST
502-442-7341
in Paducah, Ky.

15 Articles For Sale
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.

If unable to reach
Send Resume to:

NOW.
AVAILABLE
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.

DELTA FOREMOST
CHEMICAL
CORPORATION
P.O. Box 30310
Memphis,Tenn
38130

BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.
per bale. Premium
quality
guaranteed.
$10.99 per bale. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

An equal opportunity employer

EXPERIENCED
mechanic. Call 753-2617.

USED AIR conditioner.
Call 753-9104 or 753-1551,
Dill electric.

WAITRESS WANTED for
night work, experienced
only. Call 753-2997.

AIR
CONDITIONER
sale. All deluxe models
with 10 position thermostat and variable
speed fans 5 year
guarantee on units.
Factory authorized local
service. 6000 BTU,
$189.95, 10,000 BTU,
$259.95; 17,000 BTU,
$339.95; 20,000 BTU,
$349.95; 23,000 BTU,
$369.95; 26,000 BTU,
$399.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

at
MAID NEEDED
Lakeland Motel in
Aurora. Apply in person
or call 474-2292.
EARN EXTRA vacation
money. Take orders for
Lisa Jewelry. Call for
CATALOG
FREE
SALES KIT on toll Free
800431-1258.
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. TK ENTERPRISE, Box 21679,
DENVER, CO. 80221.

REBUILT
LAWN
mowers. $25 and up. K
and H Repair, 94 East.
IF YOU think home fires
always happen to other
people, give this ad to a
friend. Smoke Alarm
,battery operated by
Water Pik, $29.99.
Wallin Hardware.

575000 to $809.00 per month
-starting salary for two full
time representatives. To
represent Large corporation in
Murray Persons we are
seeking must be high school
graduates or equivalents,over
21 and in good health. No experience necessary, no overnight travel, extensive
'training program, usual
fringe benefits including
vacation, retirement plan and
medical coverage. Contact
Mr. Smiley at the Regel 8 Inn
Wednesday, May 25th from
1'00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.

SHUTTERS - Black
plastic. Sizes 39 through
67 inches. Inquire at
Lumber
Murray
Company 104 Maple or
call 753-3161.

THE
EA9T

9 Situations Wanted
WILL DO housecleaning
or yard work. Call Judy,
753-8595.

FROM WALL to wall, no
soil at all, on carpets
with, Blue
cleaned
Lustre. Rent/electric
- shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.

10 Business Opportunity

Opportunity To
Learn and Earn
Mole or Hatele, Prim •
es
growing
professional 8114flullrwIlk•f•
Travel rho US end pe Mill 111
dollar plus travel, Mknemmes.
No eipernewo
Paid trainees to •••Ned 11!Amts. Deal ohs tha °Pp ortenity to become •

2.-)2-YOKI-305 MCCPN

r- ITS RAYS

ONE. THAT ROTT E MOON) GAL TF-i'
MAtE
POWE-R TO MAfs.E
YOKLJAA DO. g?

AY

professional Ina.• row*
field.
Qualifications: Pionsfot,
n est, dependeble tron•
sportiatioo wed a real drive to
get Mend. tee torvetstateat.
Send• totter of OW*" aid
porticolors to: ;AST11111
PNOTOGRAPNIC LABRATORIES INC. 176 wefutuau Rood,
4"
Tbsoneste• Coma- Aft, 04
tor of perpee0•1. Nese bided, complete tel•pbene
number. lenorverters will he
held in Neebville, TALI" the
near *mere. Thoa you for
yew interest-

17
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ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 7534760
day or night.
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SHE'S ALWAYS
LOOKING AT

HERSELF
[N THE

•PPOrtv../ =OM.

6 Help ey drited

CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
GRASS HOG cuts grass
,and weeds with fish line.
'ziatower by gasoline
engine. Only $149.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris

C'
THIS
ENJOY
NICE FURNISHED and
re
unfurnished 1 bedroom
BEAUTIFUL stereo
apartments. Water
console in your home for
at
furnished. 1414 Vine,
only $10.00 a month. J
Murray.
KIRBY VACUUM, 500' and B Mnsic-Magnavox,
ad
753-7575.
Maple Street. Rebuilt
ONE
-FURNISHED
vacuums, starting at
bedroom apartment.
r
$45.00. We rebuild your
CB WALKIE TALKIE set
tur
Extra nice. Air convacuum for $29.95. Call
with adapter. Three
yard.
Private
dition.
7534359, Mike Hutchens.
ug
channel. One never
Walking distance of
113
753-0062.
Call
$75.
used.
19 Fern Equipment
campus. $85 month. Call
753-7276.
ELECTRIC WAGON, 6
TWO SPEAKERS, $70.
em
tobacco
ton. Two row
Pioneer CS33A, 8 ohms,
ROOM furnished
setter, 2 row cultivator,'
35 watts, Tuner-amp, THREE
apartment. Call 7536 row sprayer 110 gallon
$60. Sansui, 350A. Call
tank and pump. Three
3924.
ACI
753-6805.
12" JD plows, three 14"
JD plows. 10 bushel
untl
ONE BEDROOM fur25" COLOR console
seeder-fertilizer. 300 IH
upstairs apartnished
Magnavox TV. Like
tractor. Many other
ment. Deposit required.
new. For balance due or
items. to see call .753Call 753-7243.
IF
J
payment.
low monthly
8090 between 6 a.m. and
IVI
-Magnavox,
Music
B
and
2 p.m. or 3 miles south
ant
DUPLEX APARTMENT
753-7575.
on Murray Paris Road.
2 miles east of Murray
1
2/
rge
27. Mobile Home Sales
on private road. Total
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
partially
set
electric,
needs. Call AAA Fence
TWO BEDROOM mobile
city water
ce I
furnished,
1-444-6865,
Co.,
Supply
home with 2 lots. 21
in
furnished. $130.00 per
Paducah, Ky.
miles South of Murray.
ulItmonth. Deposit
Near Ky. Lake. Call 436rive
required. Call 753-8848
2504.
ske
before 9 p.m. Available
WILL SELL or buy used
mli
17.
May
machinery
farm
new
or
eat
on Hardin 80 East. Call 12 x 65 MOBILE HOME,2
34 Houses For Rent
29,51
bedroom, living room,
437-4801.
pani
bath and kitchen. Call
FURNISHED or unyear
753-4418.
CONTACT WEST KY.
furnished. Located 10
Handling
Grain
miles out of town. Call
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
753-9964.
1966 10 FT. WIDE, 2
345-2633 for Farm Fan
LM
conair
bedroom
Dryers. Dealer for
ould
Rent
lease
For
Or
36
ditioner. Furnished,
Baughman Grain Bins,
omfo
nice. $2750. Call 753-2762.
also your Read bin and
asual
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
long bin. Early season
wn
retail store building on
1975 MOBILE HOME. 12
on Baughman during
wimn
square
court
side
south
bedroom,
Three
x 70.
March.
roc
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
bath and half, fully
lose
1-247-Boyd,
Dal
Call
unfurnished.
carpeted,
20 Sports Equipment
ers.
2833.
Buy or take over
ifne o
SUPER ISLEeK, low
payments. Call 753-6422.
in the
w 1977 Apollo
profile
FOR LEASE - four
miss
jet boats. Call 527-1436 MOBILE HOME 12 x 65,
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
Phoni
double
with
days or 527-8814 nights.
home
2
old,
year
one
REAL
nicely
Located at Edwards
garage,
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
an ar
FarMotor Co., 305 E. 4th,
in
decorated
.air
and
heat
electric
this!
Benton, Ky.
mington. Leaseconditioning, electric
option
purchase
stove and refrigerator.
available. Call 345-2745.
HOUSEBOAT 32 Fiot
Carpeting. Phone 753INE,
River Queen, 75 M r6682.
38 Pets Supplies
home
cury 50 h.p. outboard,
7th.
THREE MONTH old
used 2 months, sleeps 6. 1969 BROOKFIELD by
home
All
from
puppies,
60.
Beagle
x
12
Evinrude. Asking $5500.
Style-Mar,
x 435]
good hunting stock. Call
Must sell. Kenlake
electric, two bedrooms,
full I
498-8704 after 5 p.m.
Marina Slip 72. Call 753living room, kitchen,
itwo C2
8056.
bath. All large rooms.
see
Carpet throughout
MINIATURE
price
and
Commercial, 800 lb.
kitchen
except in
puppy.
DACHSHUND
iJohn
slate bed, delivered.and
bath. Refrigerator and
Female 6 months old.
Realt
set up with all equipstove included. Good
Black and Tan. AKC,
53-01
ment. From $650.00.
condition. Call 437-4291.
Call 753-7947 or 753-8182.
tte
Seven models on display
available.
many others
1972 MOBILE HOME, 12
AKC REGISTERED
Also coin operated
x 65. Real good conDoberman Pinscher
tables. Milan Pool
dition. Call 437-4832 after
breeding for $100 and
Tables sales. 901-6864 p. m.
pick of litter. Call 474-- • 1177.
4
2379.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
15k2 FT. Pro Craft bass
-e-'*bedroom mobile home,
REGISTERED Labrador
boat. 85 Mercury, power
electric heat and central
Retriever, $75.00,
motor,
trim, trolling
air. 28 x 32 heated
females only. Had shots.
depth finder, tape deck
workshop. New 4" deep
Right age for hunting
and custom trailer. Call
well. Water pipe to all 8
this fall. Call 365-6689,
436-2718 after 5 p.m.
acres. All within 2 yoais
Kyladunn.
old. Beautiful location.
aluminum
12' AIRCRAFT
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247IRISH SETTER, male, 2
boat, $100. Three h.p.
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
years old. Phone after
Th
both
Or
$100.
Evinrude,
5:30,
753-4802.
own•
Rentals
Home
Mobile
29
for $175. Call 436-5486.
112 H.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35 h.p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127.
22 Musical
USED PIANO, $25. Call
753-4053 after 6.
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball ar,1
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
753-1424,
Kentucky,
Olympic Plaza, Murray.
Ky.
24 Miscellaneous
FIREPLACE enclosure
with glass doors and
mesheclrawn screen. All
sizes and finishes.
$88.88. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
2000 INDUSTRIAL Ford
tractor and loader. 1973
Chevelle wagoti. White
rock, decorated rock,
rich dirt. Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p. m.

16. Home Furnishings
SELF DEFROSTING
refrigerator. 17 ft. chest
freezer. Electric stove,
Call 753-7276.
FRIGIDAIRE
washer,
$50. Call 753-3924.
STOVE, AIR conditioner,
refrigerator,
vacuum
cleaner, and rug. Call
11
753-0764 after 5 p.m.

TRAILER FRAME with
axles, and 1962 Rambler. Call 753-8127.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1-443-7323.

NICE TWO BEDROOM,
one or 2 people only.
small court. Call 7538216 after 5 p. m.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
2
UNFURNISHED
bedroom apartment or
house
for
retired
Christian woman. Call
436-2173.
COUPLE WANTS to rent
2 bedroom house or
apattment. In or around
Murray. Call 753-2732.
32 Apartments For Rent
DUPLEX,CARPORT, all
built-ins, natl.°,
•
basaea*ryushed
•
and
priv
1405
Stadium iewlikt. Call
753-4981. Available June

1.

NICE
VERY
one
bedroom furnished
apartment. Half block
from campus. Call 7532967 after 4:30.
NEAR,
APARTMENT
downtown Murray. Call
753-4109.
FURNISHED FOUR
bedroom apartment for
rent; also apartments
for 1 and 2. Near
Available
University.
immediately. Call 7537575 or 0669.

FOX TERRIER puppies,
excellent family pets.
Call 753-6505.

yours
custo
thonl
Chris
ys

C040(

REGISTERED FEMALE
Irish Setter, 16 months.
$50. Call 753-8056.

bush.

39 Poultry -Supplies
PEAFOWL FOR sale. Ai
$25.00 each. Call 1-5277880.
41 Public Sales
GARAGE
SALE,
Thursday
through
Saturday,8:30 to 5:30,
mile North of Lynn
Grove Skating 91k.
YARD SALE, 301 South
6th, all day Wednesday.
CARPORT SALE at 504
South 8th Extended
Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday. 9 a. m.-5
m. Storage
room
shelves, fabric 50 cents
to $1.00 per yard.
Miscellaneous items too
numerous to mention.
43 Real Estate
IVAtITY IltAtT1 CO.
337k. Peeler, lemtes,Ay.
S17.1464
Mars,Ulm,
/ Casty
437.4811

Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc.
241 Medb Mb knot
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43 Real Estate
it
FESSION&LLY
CORATEDW 4.
room, brick and
le, 2-story home.
ated in a peaceful
try setting on F'urd
ad, just a short
ce SW of Murray
y limits. Has many
tures that accent the
ughtfulness of the
ign and lay-out. Call
Realty for an
intment. 753-3744.
ember
Multiple
g Service.

nd
er
e,

nt.
on.
rd
of
all

ed
753-

ACRES with brick
in South Graves
unty. Call 753-0180.

ur- ,
: rted.

IET
COUNTRY
IVING in East Y
anor. A white brick 3
oom ranch home on
rge lot. Has electric
seboard heat, carpet,
ce kitchen and family
refrigerator and
iult-in range. Paved
riveway and paved
sketball court. A nice
mfortable home at a
easonable price.
29,500. Contact Guy
pann Realty, 901
ycamore, 753-7724.

NT
ay
ital
Ily
ter
per
sit
• ble

un10
Call

on
:re
ft.
247-

our
rick
ble
eIy
arseion
45.

old
rom
Call

ppy.
old.
C.
:182.

LACE TO SWIM. You
ould open the doors to
omfortable, private
asual living with your
wn 20 x 40 fenced
winuning pool and 3
room home located
lose to shopping ceners. This is the first
ifne offered and price is
in the low 30's. Don't
miss out on this one!
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 753-1222, for
an appointment to see
this fine home.

NE, WELL built brick
home on Sycamore at
7th. This four bedroom
home is on a huge lot (75
x 435). This home has a
full basement, porch,
two car brick garage. To
see this reasonably
priced property call
;John C. Neubauer,
lealtor, 505 Main St.,
53-0101 or call Brice
IRatterree, 753-5921.

pi

OWNERS WANT OFFER
on
this 4 recently
redecorated 3 bedroom
home with fireplace,
located 5 minutes from
Murray. Extra large lot
gees with house. Lot is
perfect for horses or
garden area. Owners
are moving and anxious
to sell. Excellent opportunity for fine buy on
a quality home. Phone
Kopperud Realty 7531222 for more information.
MINT CoNDITION - 3
bedroom
frame,
fireplace, dining room,
electric heat, screened
porch. Well landscaped
with many shade trees.
Close to shopping
centers. Low • 30's.
Waldrop Reit Estate
Agency, 206 South 4th,
753-5646.
REALTORS

IN LAKEWAY SUBDIVISION - Attractive
lake cottage perfect for
those weekend outings.
Two bedrooms, electric
wall heat, cathedral
ceiling in living area,
and completely furnished. Call for details
or come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 753-8080.

ANOTHER
NEW
LISTING. Lovely 3
bedroom, 142 bath home
at 1312 Kirkwood Drive.
A pretty den, with
fireplace that opens ohto a redwood deck. An
excellent buy at only
$30,000. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for
more information. We
are Murray's fastest
growing realty.

I WALDROP REAL ESTATE
206 S. 4111 knot
753-S646
dow listing Needed.

$IVE!
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smile
Free Bolivar
•Sala MI, haared, ready ties,. Also groort, yap beld,as
We co $TOLOO.lxi up t.24 x MI standard, but •411 pewee
an Rho needed. Smythe bast he less.
•
CVSTOM MOLT PROTASIS BUILDINGS 753-0964

The Ithisitrop Saw and Lock Shop is under new
ownership, the Key Brothers, Loyd and Jimmy. After 15
years of patronage and friendship from countless
customers, we (Burls and Laurine Waldrop) would liks to
thank you each and all of you for your good war As
Christian business people, we hove done our best lo serve you with honesty. fairness and friendliness. We encourage your continued patronage and support of the
business and its new owners. the Key Brothers

Thank You,
thole Et Laurine Waldrop
ale.
-527-

E,
ugh
ynn

suth y.
504
ded •
.5.y
5 p'
tom
ents
ard.
too
tion.

ODAK
DISTRIBUTOR POLAROID
EREADY
WANTED
KEYSTONE
ESTINGHOUSE
HOLSON ALBUMS
Individual, Ma;r• or Female. needed full Or part-time to dis
tribute world tamOus Kodak fulrn'and other photo products
through Company established locations Make this your
year for independence $499500 investment Guaranteed 12
month merchandise repurchase agreement

LI Mr. Martin (Toll Frwe)11500-848-1200 eit,Collikt A614-228 1751
Monday to Friday,9 a m to 6 p m • Sat Barn to 1, p.m E S T
Or Writs

FIRESTONE PHOTO CO.,
FIRESTONE BUILDING -SINCE 1946
162N 3rd SI., Columbus, Ohio 43215

44. lots For Sale
BY OWNER - Very
desirable residential tot
in one of the nicer areas
of the city. All utilities
available. Beautiful
scenic view. Located at
corner of Oak Drive and
Henry Street. 150'
frontage on Oak Drive x
90' on Henry Street. II
interested call 753-5970.

NEW BRICK home,
energy
efficient.
Wooded 3 acres, 12
minutes
North
Of
Murray, 641. Call 5271087.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick, fully shag carpeted, baseboard heat,
freshly painted, large
lot. Paved drive. Call
now to see,753-7835.

282%. 4t1 Se.

Plisse: 7534263

•

47 Motorcycles

49

YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1947 FORD F-100 pickup,
8 cylinder. See at
Murray Ice Co. Or call
753-1813.
1967 FORD pickup, blue,
good condition. Call 7539964.

THREE
BEDROOM
frame on a large lot. 7.5
miles East of Murray on
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
436-5434.

1970 SPITFIRE Triumph,
must sell moving.
$1000.00 or best offer.
Call 753-9407.

WELL KEPT 4 bedroom
brick home, 5 minutes
from town on 211 acres
with 18 x 22 barn. Nice
shade and garden. Call
753-7620 after 5 p.m.
NEW TWO BEDROOM
brick on lot next to Old
KirkseY School. Call 4892110.
THREE BEDROOM P2
bath,
convenient
location. $29,900. Call
753-9827.
MUST SELL - by owner.
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,
close to lake with
fireplace,
stove,
refrigerator, wall to
Wall shag carpeting.
Reduced to $14,500. Call
762-4288 of 753-6274 aftv
5 p.m.
HOUSE WITH 4 acres,
30;000. Lynn Grove.
Leaving state. Call 4354240.
CRAPPIE HOLLOW double lot on 280 and
Lakeway Shores plus
mobile home. Excellent
well 200' septic field,
wide driveways. Nice
trees. Good business
potential. $7800. By
owner. Call 436-2538.
47 Motorcycles
1975 INDIAN 100CC.
Excellent
running
condition. Looks sharp
for a small bike. Knobby
tires front and rear.
Asking $250.00. Call 3548222 after 4 p. m.

1972 HONDA CB 350,$450
Call 753-1966 Wards.

Insurance end Reel Estate Agency, Inc.

HMARCH AND APRIL WERE G.0010
SPENT
"THE ERATE 11-4E`( DIDN'T GET."
?4INTH5. THE TAXP4/
1
4
(ERS

1973 CHEVROLET 3 seat
wagon, like new, fully
equipped. Steel radials.
mow miles.. A real
"cream-puff." Call 7537276.

PRICE SLASHED!

Wilson

9,'fl, iJniuna Fyn,.

THREE
BEDROOM
brick needs-some work.
Immediate -possession,
$4200 down. Assume
FHA loan. Call 753-78059
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

1972 TRIUMPH 750. $850.
Call 436-2635.

Owner leaving town and must sell. This four
bedroom home at 800 N. 17th Street has been
reduced from $32,000 to $25,000. If you're looking
for a real bargain this is it. Also available at
distressed selling price'is an adjoining lot. We
need a buyer today so don't hesitate. Can 7533283 now!

51. Services Offered
51 Services Offered
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air SMALL SIZE dozer - ideal
conditioning, and
for spreading, leveling,
refrigeration, heating.
backfilling. Call 753-7370
Call 474-8841.
or 753-7570.
'
DRIVEWAYS
white PAINTING interior and
rocked. Sand and lime
exterior. Commercial or
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
residential.
Also
753-8381.
drywall finishing for
free estimate, phone
GLASS WORK, mirrors,
Atkins Painting, -437aluminum store fronts,
4534.
auto glass, plexiglass,
plate and window glass. FOR A FREE estimate
M and G Complete
on all stump remoVal,
Glass,753-0180.
contact K and S Stump
- Removal, 435-4343 or
LICENSED ELEC753-9490.
.__
TRICAN- prompt efficient service. NO job
Will. STAY with elderly
too small. Call Ernest
people days or nights.
White, 753-0605.
Call 435-4169.

Geier leaving town and went
sot 4 bedroom hews reduced
trent $32,000 to $25,000. Cal
7513263. Wilson Insorenc• wed
loaf Oases.. Inn In wand*
too. Cheap.

South 12th at Sycamore

TELEPHONE 7511051

3E3E111E3031:1

OWNER SAYS SELL!!!
Income property. . . 2
story frame house near
university, 2 apartments, central gas heat,
2 car garage... Make an
offer. Call LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS now!
753-1492.

45. Farms For Sale

ED
her
and
474-

ador
00,
ots.
ting

.131,..

1973 YAMAHA 100 MX.
Forward mounted
shocks. Top end rebuilt.
New rear bearing. Seals
dampers and Aire.
Preston Petty fenders
and tank. Call 436-2742.
SUMMER FUN SALE.
1976 360 Yamaha, 1974
Xl. 175 Honda. 1973 SI.
125 Honda. 1974 XR 75.
Call 753-4641 between 7
and 5.

Used Cars & Trucks

1969 BUICK Le Sabre, 4
door. $300.00. Call 1-3546217.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00

FENCE 'ALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.

1973
OLDSMOBILE
Cutlass. Power steering
and brakes, air, factory
tape. Almost new radial
tires. Call 527-8273.

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

1976 INTERNATIONAI.
Scout. Good condition
Call 753-1804 after 5 p
m.

ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.

1970'CAMARO. 6 cylInder. straight shift, 1947
Ford van. 6 cylinder.
straight shift. Call 481)2613.
1976 GRAND PRIX,
power steering, power
brakes, air, AM-FM
stereo, tape, excellent
condition. Call 753-4331.

1973
CHEVROLET
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block engine with
1977 FOUR WHEEL drive
headers. Good gas
Scottdale, mud tires,
mileage. Call 354-8222
• and wheels. Roll bar,
after 4 p. m.
and lights, AM-FM. still
under warranty, $5800.
Call 901-247-5250 or after
1974 PINTO SQUIRE
6 p. m. 901-247-5523.
wagon. Call 753-6848
after 6. Must sell.
1972 JEEP CJ5 for sale or
trade for pickup truck.
1970 CADILLAC Sedan
Call 435-4593.
DeVille
iascontrol,
cruia
AM-FM
r
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
stera,
tilt
and
factory air, power
telescoping steering
brakes & steering, extra
wheel, and all power .
cleaa. Call 753-0698.
$750.00. Call 1-354-6217

KIRBY Carpet Care:
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.
ROY HARMON FOR
Cabinets, Remodeling,
Mill work, Furniture
repair, combination
windows and doors. Call
753-4124.
CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
reasonable rates,
, references, 'free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custon, ct:Tr.bilung.
Call 753-8090.

HAVING

1970 CUTLASS Vista
Cruiser. 9 passenger,
automatic,
double
power and air. Power
windows, AM with 8track tape. Has good
tires. An extra nice
wagon. $1200.00. Call 1354-6217,
1968 CAMARO heeds
work. Call 767-2512 between Sand 7p. m.
1971 PINTO, low gas
mileage, good fishing
car. $300. Only interested parties. Call
753-6345.
1973
CUTLASS
SUPREME. Good
cpridition.
Power
steering, brakes and air.
Maroon with White top.
aid! 753-4015.,
ter 4:00 call 753-6103.,

WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward KenLake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers.Open 7 days per week.
Call 753-0605

AUTOMOTIVE
AIR
conditioning. Need air
condition
part
on
weekend? We're open 7
days a week. Call 4742748 or 474-8848.
WILI. DO hauling of any
kind, also in couity.
Mower repair also. Call
753-8249.

getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
AERIAL APPLICATION
- Fertilizing, seeding,
herbicides t and
pesticides. Battles Ag.
Service. Call 489-2414 or
901-642-0712.
WILL BABYSIT in my
home for infants I year
or under. Call 767-2555.
SERVICE
QUALITY
Company Inc. Air
condition sales and
service. Modern sheet
metal department.
WiSehart,
Larry
President. Phone 7539290.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
or roof repair. Built up
roofing. Call436-2712.

PERSON
EXPERIENCED
with
children would like to
babysit. Call 753-8787.

RENT RINSENVAC

MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning,
awnings, roofs sealed,
and Alcoa aluminum
house siding & trim. Call
Jack Glover, 753-1873
after 5 or weekends.
LICENSE
ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning.Call 7537203.
53 Feed And Seed
HAY FOR SALE 25 acres
-

Cs

753-2400
WHEAT STRAW. Call
after 6 p. nit. 53972
54. Free Column
TWO YEAR old Shepherd
type dog. Needs good
home. House trained,
spayed, good
with
children. Call 753-8245

No Ober "6.-11-lioner ailed
dome argels N.

CASIO-T-

x seimil eignew power
/tau dew ail Me ea.
EFFECTIVELY0.ans COWS id V.C.111$
• we d01/1/1 in anel
•
in a unrala Meet

to

ECONOMICALLYCl.-n, Ma way
paisUmnait OD- al
a h'SCI.on of Me cant

•TOu savE Lie TO
in PEA Naomi

FREE - ONE year old
spayed female cat. Very
gentle. Call 753-8761.

sr_
float for slily 512.00 day
Bol-Air Doter Store
11•14/

FR EE - TWO part
Husky puppies. Both
male,
have
had
&stingier-measles
shots.
Will
make
loveable pets. Call 7533535.

753 3657

FREE: SIX month old
calico kitten. Has been
spayed. Will make a
beautiful house pet. She
is a loving kitten. Call
753-3994

Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
Stone Setting
Prompt Service

Furches Jewelry
753-28351

113S 4th

SIGN PAINTING. Call
753-9988
PANTING - Interior and
Free
exterior
estimates. After 5 p. TIL
phone 753-4353 or 7538161
L & M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
WILL HAUL LIME or
:;liite rock or sand. ('a!!
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
753-4545

Regretfully... For Sale
S.. 7.stam.
7.•4.

The owner unfortunately his been transferred'
leaving this lovely custom built 4 bedroom home.
Carpeted living room with dining area, 2 baths,
garage. With this home, you gete big bonus... . a.
16x32 pool. Call today and start enjoying the
summer tomorrow.

901-479-3836

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

Woodmen Building
153-1191
Loretta lobs 153-6019
Helen Spann 1538519

IA 1'04)10
Ago-

•••••••

BUFFET
"A fish feast of all
you care to eat."

1975 28' CAMPER self
contained.
Price
reduced. Call 753-8994
anytime.

-The BootleggersTuts .FRI SAT. NIGHT
scatty Dam eel! AT THE ORGAN

mi•

MUSrL 13Y

51. Services Offered

VVE0.-THUR

DOZER, LOADER,
backhoe work. Grading,
hauling, and bushhogging.
Free
estimates. Call lif)-2382.

Bill

&

SUN. NIGHT

Black Band

DINNER DANCE
Phone
SAT
For Reservation
MAY 28
lust
f

FREE
Termite
Inspection

PAINTING, interior and
exterior. Long experience in seven states.
Clean quality work. Call
436-5621.

51 Services Offered

.5644, Ada 14141X6.4111

AP.

13' SCO1TY camping
trailer, sink, stove and
icebox. Sleeps .1 $650.
Call 753-8124.

NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 7534707.

TROUBLE

50 Campers

.

'T
• •• s .,or

•ei te ,r ,•, ,
• .4
JE., err 1 re
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su
,^
,
e • •auli
. • ngs loses ond erour
. be',
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•
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see l, nov.

dressed fl OU,heri"
e onO ieudy o %erre yr,'
•

rnumus ,,eeor,ng a b•g

H09901 10.•

EXTRA SUMMER INCOME

GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS
Groceries
Spices
Notions
Hardware

20%
30%
30%
24 to
30%

OFF

OFF
OFF

-)f f

Certified By EPA
Avoid Costly Home Repairs

SPECIAL PROGRAM

Tobacco, dairy products, seed and
plants excluded.

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control

Are you interested in:
(1) Earning $100-$150* per week
(and many other benefits) IN YOUR
OFF HOURS!

We still have garden seed and plants-

than owned wed 'oersted over 20 ysers,..s tte_not sign any contract
wed leg es finished
100 South 13th St.
Ro.„,hos

Plione 753-3914
Silver Fish ond Shrubs

111417,0•6

IISST

(2) Working with a national company opening up in this area.
(3) A program to develop yourself
while helping others.

••••••••••••••••".••••-•;)

1974 KAWASAKI 450 MX.
Good condition. Call 7533943.

(.UTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

51 Services Offered

„

CONTROL
assoc,.now

ore overage figures could earn much more

Call: 753-8151

J. T. Wallis
& Son
3rd and Main, Murray, Ky.

e
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Rising Gas Costs Have
Not Stopped Travelers

Deaths and Funerals I
Mrs. McEvoy Dies
Sunday With Rites
To Be Wednesday

Mrs. Attie Harris
Dies Today; Rites
To Be Wednesday

Mrs. Isabella McEvoy of 307
Mrs. Altie Harris died this
Head St., Paris, in., president morning at 5:40 at the
of McEvoy Funeral Home Westview Nursing Home. She
Inc., died at 10 p.m. Sunday at was 83 years of age and the
Baptist Memorial Hospital in wife of the Rev. A. R. Harris
Memphis after a long illness. who died November 30, 1968.
She was 80.
The deceased was a
Funeral services are member of the Emmanuel
planned at four p.m. Wed- Baptist Church. One son, J. W.
nesday at the funeral home, Harris, preceded -her in death
conducted by the Rev. Harry on November 4, 1973. Born
E. Flowers. Burial will be in May 21, 1894, in Tennessee,.
Maplewood Cemetery, with she was the daughter of the
funeral home staff members late William T. and Nancy A.
as pallbearers. Visitalion_is
planned after 11 a.m. today.
- Mrs. Harris is survived by
The family has suggested one daughter, Mrs. H. T.
that memorial gifts may be
Dorothy) Danner. 103 South
made to First Presbyterian Tenth Street, Murray; one
Church or to Henry County son, Marvin Harris, 1640 West
Unit of American Cancer Olive Street, Murray; three
Society, Paris, Tn.
grandsons, Jackie Harris of
Mrs. McEvoy came to Paris Wingo, Ronald Danner of
in 1924 with her husband, the Murray, and Donald Danner
late Phillip S. McEvoy, who of Murray Route Eight; three
formed the Spicer & McEvoy granddaughters, Mrs. Bobby
partnership with J.R. Spicer. (Vickie) Dunn of Murray
Since her husband's death Route Eight, Mrs. Larry
March 16, 1949, she had been a
Linda I Gilmore of Gallatin,
stockholder and officer. She Tn., and Mrs. Jimmy ( Rita )
and W. C. Looney, present Stroud of Paducah; six great
manager, were owners of the grandchildren.
funeral home.
. Funeral services will be
She was a leader at First held Wednesday at two p. m.
Presbyterian Church, Paris, at the chapel of the BlalockTn., and in 1971 became one of Obleman Funeral Home with
the first women to be ordained the Rev. Larry Gilmore and
as a ruling elder. She had the Rev. Jerrell White ofserved as president of the ficiating. The Rev. Ron
Wt Tennessee Presbyterial Hampton will be the organist
and in every office of the and soloist.
church's unit of United
Pallbearers will be Donald
Presbyterian Women.
and Ronald Danner, Jackie
She had als? been active in Harris, Jimmy Stroud, Bobby
the Woman's Club and in Dunn, and Dwane Jones.
Paris Quota Club. She was a Burial .will follow in the
member of the Paris Business Murray Memorial Gardens.
and Professional Women's _ Es:lends _my_ call_ at the
--- --- funeral home after four p.m.
,
Born Nov. 9, 1896, she was a today )Tuesday).
daughter of the Rev. John W.
Keller and Mary Dickson
Keller. She had two children to
die in infancy, Elizabeth Joe
in 1924 and Ann Isabella in
1926.
John Rowlett of Romulus,
Survivors include two
died there Monday at
Mich,
Alex
Mrs.
daughters,
He was 76 years of
p.m.
six
(Phyllis) Szanyi of Memphis
age.
and Mrs. Jimmy (Sylvia)
Survivors include his wife,
Brandon of Brandon, Fla.; a
Euna Rowlett, and one
Mrs.
sister, Mrs. Mildred Fiore of
George Rowlett and his
son,
four
and
San Francisco,
wife, Peggy, Romulus, Mich.;
grandchildren.
one sister, Mrs. Lois Phillips,
Westland, Mich.; several
nieces and nephews including
Mrs. Sterling Moody and Mrs.
Dave Rottman of Murray.
Final rites for Mrs.
The body is being returned
Nellie Burkeen were held
to the Max Churchill Funeral
Sunday at the chapel of the
Home where friends may call
Max Churchill Funeral
after twelve noon Thursday.
Home with burial -in the
Funeral 'services will be
Jeffrey Cemetery. She died
held at the funeral home
Friday at the Murrhychapel on Friday at ten a.m.
Calloway County Hospital.
with the Rev. Dr. James 0.
Survivors include three
Phillips, nephew of the
sons, William E. and Euel
deceased, officiating.
D. Burkeen of Murray and
Pallbearers will be John,
Rudy Burkeen of Dexter
James 0., and Leonard
Route One, whose names
Buford Rowlett,
were inadvertently omitted -"Dave Rottriten, and Sterling
in the obituary column on
Moody. Burial will follow in
Monday.
the Elm Grove Cemetery.

John Rowlett Dies;
Rites Here Friday

Rites Held Sunday
For Local Woman

A
SPECIAL OFFER!
•

Genuine
Pewter Bracelet
5.00
UP TO 3 LETTERS

MONOGRAMMED FREE!

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — week that are empty."
Rising gasoline costs haven't
Because of the energy
vacation-hungry crunch, Mangeot said, the
stopped
travelers from booking up Public Information DepartKentucky's state parks for the ment increased its advertising
summer, and officials are this year in Kentucky and
predicting a boom year for the seven surrounding states.
state's billion-dollar tourist "The philosophy is that
industry.
people will go for the shorter,
Hotel and motel reser- one-gas-tank drives and
vations are "up to 10 per cent longer stays ... more wlekend
ahead of last year, 15 per cent travel, and that's what we are
•
in some areas," according to gearing our promotions to,"
Daniel Mangeot, deputy Mangeot said.
commissioner of the state
Jesse Simpson, executive
Department of Public In- director of the Kentucky
Gasoline..
formation.
Inde.penlient
- Wield is getting Marketers Association, has
— The &par
more responses to its predicted a two to three-centnewspaper and magalzine a-gallon rise in gasoline prices
advertisements of - Kentucky by the end of summer, but has
attractions, Mangeot said said it will take more than a
Monday. "From all in- price increase to stop people
dications it's going to be a from traveling.
really heavy summer."
"The only thing that will
After the bitter winter, stop travel is rationing,"
reservations at the state's 15 Simpson said, and Mangeot
resort parks, which have more said tourists may have the
than 2,500 beds in rooms and threat of higher gasoline
truck created a new, but unwelcome, door in the side of the Calhoun
NEW DOOR?-4 Murray city sanitation
, "started out behind prices or rationing in mind
Sanitation department officials said the accident occurred
cottages
night.
last
St.
4th
N.
on
Plumbing and Electric building
but now they're when they make their travel
year,
St.
workers
The
Clink
on
e
N.
t
last
4th
office
insuranc
-McDevit
Houston
next to the
while workers were picking up trash
up," said Parks plans this summer.
picking
back of the truck to pick up the trash when the brake
the
to
walked
and
brake
cy
emergen
had reportedly set the
Commissioner Bruce Monded down the hill toward the Calhoun building. As the truck crashed into the
failed, allowing the truck to go unatten
"They're unsure of the
tgomery,
to escape, creating a possibly dangerous situation. Gas
gas
allowing
meter
gas
natural
a
off
," he said. "They
building, it also sheared
situation
I
heavy.
"It's very, very
gas valve was capped off within about 30 minutes of the accident. City ofdepartment officials said today that the
now we're about 10 may be trying to get it all in
right
think
by insurance.
ficials report that the accidept is covered
per cent ahead of last year," before something happens."
Whatever the reason, the
he said. "We're tickled to
influx will be welcomed by the
death."
Montgomery said park more than 100,000 Kenloclages and cottages are tuckians who have service
depend-on
that
lobe
related
through
solid
booked almost
Labor Day, "but we still en- tourists, Mangeot said."Some
courage people to call. We people think of tourism as
have cancellations, and there. _frivolous, but it's not a
of the frivolous industry."
Doctors say the body is most are spots in the middle
every Monday, Wedspent
ts
treatmen
dialysis
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — painful
nesday and Friday at the likely to rejecta foreign organ
Thomas Moran endured four three days a week to clean his medical center, plugged into a in the first year following the
years of physical pain and blood. He eventually would dialysis machine.
transplant. The odds would
mental anguish to become a spend 32. hours a week at
to be with Moran now.
seem
Eugene,
brother,
Moran's
medical phenomenon. — the home,,connected to a donated donated.a kidneyin October,
Moran new-works at -a-local
,
fnachine
only living _person ever to clialysis,
but it was rejected within 24 materials warehouse, is acOther problems resulted,
undergo. five kidney trantive in Kidney Foundation
hours.
including a bone Marrow
operations.
work and wants to write a
words
put
into
to
hard
"It's
loss
splantduring those four yeaes, infection, partial hearing
about his experiences.
"I
book
said.
Moran
I
felt,"
how
Moran's life came full circle. and, perhaps worst of all, an couldn't tigure it all out. I was
block.
l
Voted most valuable player intestina
full of Pain and the drugs. I'd
"I never had pain like that,'
Murray State
his
by
sit and cry sometimes."
University teammates, in he said.
Doctors went 6iitaido the
four
be
There also would
1970, the 6-foot-3, 250-pound
family for the next
Moran was invited to try out transplant operations, _each a Moran
FT. JACKSON, S. C. —
Three tender pieces of Ocean
The organ came from
kidney.
ntment.
Private Goldie L.
with the San Diego Rockets of crushing disappoi
Army
Filet. Breaded and deep-fried
Cod
said
Moran
girl.
-old
-year
18
Moran had no trouble fin- an
whose husband,
the National Basketball
d,
a golden brown. Served
Mumfor
to
a
in
killed
was
she
lives in
,
ding kidney donors. His four he believed
Mumford
Association. •
F.
with your choice of
Lonnie
in Cincinnati.
completing older brothers, a sister and his car wreck
was
He
potato and a thick
Murray, recently was chosen •c.•
tranwas
kidney
The
at the
trainee
slice of Stotkade
ing
requirements for his physical mother all volunteered to give
outstand
an
and
1971
splanted March 16,
. Toast. A $2.48
education degree and his wife, a kidney.
end of her basic training cycle
weeks.
three
for
ed
function
In August '1970, Moran and
Ann, had given birth to a
Jackson, S. C.
Ft.
value for only... at
"Everybody thought I was
his brother, Richard. were
daughter.
was named by her inShe
"I was on top of the world," wheeled into a medical center finally on my feet," Moran structors for her ability and
said. But something went initiative in classroom and
operating room.
Moran said.
INCLUDES
Moran's diseased kidneys wrong and doctors told Moran field instruction throughout
In March 1970, however, his
Bel-Air
to
surgery.
Free
world came crashing Own. were removed and,one kidney he was going back
7,the training.
Salad and
S110111114
The kidney was removed
Moran suddenly became ill at from Richard was tranprivate entered the
The
Center
Drink
and doctors performed an
his part-time construction job. splated.
Army in July 1976.
groin.
his
in
bypass
arterial
trouble
some
was
1969
"There
cement
a
is
two
"I grabbed
Pvt. Mumford
with a blood clot," said After another three months on graduate of Christian County
blocks and I couldn't carry
Moran
,
Moran, recalling the first a dialysis machine
them," Moran, 32, recalled."I
High School in Hopkinsville,
THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
was back for the fourth
didn't know what was wrong." failure.
Her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ky.
For the next two months, he transplant attempt in July.
Before a successful' tranRiver M. Moss,live in Gracey,
The donor was a dead
d,
be
performe
splant could
Ky.
Indiana man. The kidney
Moran would lose half his
worked for six weeks.
body weight. He would be
"Then it just stopped
forced to live near the
working," Moran said. "It just
University of Kentucky
withered up. I still have that
Medical Center and undergo
one inside me. They didn't
music
country
benefit
A
remove it."
show will be held at the East
For nearly another three
Elementary School on Friday,
years, Moran underwent
Federal State Market New,Service May
May 27, at 7:30 p. m.featuring
24,1977
dialysis. Eugene Kirks and the Country
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
"You can imagine what my
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Craig
Brothers
Gentlemen,
Receipts: Act 1062 Est. BOO Barrows &
went through," he said.
family
Country Roack, and Donald
Gihs .75-1.50 lower mostly 1.00 loner
He finally wanted to try a
sows 1.00 lower
a.
on
the
harmonic
Robinson
842.25-42.75
US 1-2 200-2301bs.
fifth transplant. Doctors were
The proceeds froth the show
$42.00-42.25
US 1-3 200240 lbs.
, he said. Only one
$41.5042.00
US 2-4 240-2901ba.
will go toward the East skeptical
$40.50-41.K
US 3-4 208-2801bs.
had undergone
person
other
r
Elementary Summe
Sows
nts — a man who
transpla
five
1134.00-35.01
US 1-2270.300 Its
Baseball program. Admission
834.50-35.5f
1151-3300400 lb..
in 1972.
will be one dollar for adults died
US 1-3 450450its. 835.00-38.00 few 37.00
committee finally
medical
A
1133.00-34.00
US 2-3300-000 lb..
and fifty cents for children.
I
Boars 24.0047.00
I
I
1I
41
approved the operation, with
• III
Moran's 36-year-old sister,
aI
•
Puzzler
Loretta Ann,as donor.
I IIIII
•
d
Crossword
_
to
Answer
Monday Puzzle
2 Part of stove
ACROSS
The kidney was tran3 Walk like a
OVID ne gonna
1 Nod
June 12, 1974.
splanted
duck
COMMON 1:11313011111
4 Resorts
4 Hurried
"I stood alongside my bed
8 European
D13111111011111
5 Shallow
12 Eggs
en nano onnn
the next morning," Moran
-vessel
13 Agreement
6 Agreement MEM MOM nen
wool
said. "It was just like being
14 War god
7 Fat
Orono arm an
15 Communist 8 Clergymen
reborn."
AGM OORN

CITY oF, URP

ANITATICil IPOUT

Fifth Transplant Apparently A
Success For Former MSU Cager

Wife Of Murray
Man Is Honored

- Put a little
sizzle into your
Wednesday.
Fish Filet Dinner!

MLOIN
TOCKAINE

Benefit Show Will
Be At East School

THE NEW
DIPLOMATS
FROM DODGE
HAVE ARRIVED!

Hog Market

16 Hearten
18 Finished
20 Three to a
halt-inning
inning
21 Note of
scale
22 Wo7thless
leaving
23 Paddles
27 Female deer
29 Uncouth
person
30 Beginning
31 Article
32 Temporary
bed
33 Existed
34 Compass

pornt

nn ARCO =OVA
Mil MUM -11111131E1
open sone o
KH conninnti

9 AngloSaxon
money
10 Limb
11 compass

point
17 Guido's low
note

DIKICIDO
RADOM

29 Policeman
(slang)
19 Babylonian 30 Paddle
32
Game
deity
33 Emerged
victorious
Grain
22
24 Conjunction 36 Railroad
(abbr
25 Lease
26 Let it stand 37 Strikeout
38 Enrages
40 Morass
27 Sprint
28 Preposit on 41 Babylon an

35 Sharpen
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2 3 ':',.• 5 6 2
1
•':'..'
38 Unit of
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12
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19 Musical
16
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Gen.Ilre
4, A,
54 Edge
27% -%
Goodrich
43
2
46
45
.
.
55 Departed
27% unc
Oil
.._-. Gulf
56 German title ,. •••,)::.
3/41 As
Pennwalt
47 48 49
'''....• 51.357 Bishopric
50
22., -41
Quaker Oats
.•
FtepublicSteel
DOWN
32
:,...•:,51
,:;',,N.53
zi A.
Singer Mfg
1 Uninteresting
•-......- -.--4
9% -%
TIPPlifl
DO r SO n
',,. .:156
55
17% unc
Western Union
V%
Zenith Radio
_
.

,..
.,.
_„„:„.,

.,

by

m

rature

__....4Ib r 410111\,:

Stock Market

Prices of stock of local interest at noon
MOO 1:1
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledris &
ER 5100
_Times by First of Michigan. Corp.. of
Murray,are as follows.
deity
43 Teutonic
24% -%
Heublein Inc
deity
42% -%
McDonaldsCorp.
44 Leading
7% unc
Systems.
Ponderosa
43% -4
player
Kimberly Clark
+
45 Great take
50%
Union Carbide
46 (dent cal
30% -%
W.R. Grace
47 Condensed
X% 4-4
Texaco
moisture
General Elec.
48 Before
11% -%
GAF Corp
48 Meta.
Georgia Pacific
28 -is
50 Con ..inction
Pfizer
33% -%
Jim Walters
-L.
15%
9 10 11
1.Y'
Kirsch
35% unc
—
Disney
Ati
14%
Franklin Mint
•
.

77:13-:-.'
‘,..-„.

yr, irate, Inc

Check out their credentials today.
has just introduced a new mid-price luxury car. With the sort of
things you expect in a luxury car..' cla.csi, sculptured look. Standard
features like a 318 VK engine with Electronic Lean Burn System,
c
power steering, power front disc/rear drum brakes, automati
124
:
of
short
elegant.
nothing
that's
interior
an
transmission, and
ring.
of
manetii'e
ease
Dod9e
\II in a new manageable si/e for
It's called Diplomat, and it's available in mo- and four-door
models. Buy or lease one at yoty Dodge Dealer's today.

Dodge

See and drive the brand-new Dodge Diplomats at:

\

Jim Fain Motors

810 Sycamore

153-0632

$

.

'frVe""51111crlatins...4.--,..ssit4e4rr.

_SOFF
OUR
REGULAR
PRICE

Plate lunch special!

BARBECUED
BEEF RIBS
77

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE
—Prprryg frot-turvet-t-rnetttidea-Bac
becued Ribs, French Fries, Cole
-Slaw. Rolls, Oleo, Tv Or Coffee
AVailabie et iftreir that serve
plate lunches.

..pfelike flowers mingled
with greenery and accented with a matching
, bow Select a 30" spray
or a 16" viFeiTh --b0/71on wire stands

'Seasonal artificial flowtlts and greenery have
been intermixed to form
neautitul 32 sprays or
---wfaattasArrctuctes
wire stands •

Present this coupon to your
local Roses Store and
well knock $1.00 off the
regular price of developing
and printing film Good for
C110/12. C110/20, C126/12
orC126/210-tiren
COUPON 0000 TNNU NY aim

NO CAIN VALUE

4 4
s

SHAMPOO OR
DEODORANT
Rog.
1.37
t

97

EACH

Control dandruff with Head and
Keeps hair lustrous, vibrant and
natural looking, yet gives you ulShoulders in 7 fl. oz lotion or 4
oz feet et) tube. Stay dry 'Vitt'
Ornate holding power. New Ultra
. Ho% •FinarNet. 8 ft. or tnet wt.). 8 oz.(net wt.) Sure anti-perspir ant
For doglor cats...

Flea and
Tick
COL
est
te
.
1.411
Ha,tz the 2 in 1 Flea
tar controls fleas ana aids
In control of ticks Select
reg size dog collar. Ig
dog collar puppy collar or
cat collar 67 oz (net wt

SHORT and SASSY CLAIROL GENTLE
CONDITIONER
LIGHTS
SPECIAL
TRIAL
SIZE

180

A hair conditioner that -gives short
hair extra body for a vibrant, sassy
look. Reg., Extra Body or Extra
Gondition s oz.(net wt.1
Soothes sunburn...

• Medi
Quick
SPRAY
,
• ,r)r Luts scrilpeS
scratches rhosguito bites
50Or" 'ay burns Or sr,n
birn A •nod,c,r, it in a

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

2

Brings out natuol looking highlights of -medium brown or darker
hair Kit contains gel. lotion tray.
spoon cap and instructions ,

Features AM, FM radio, big mum,nated numerals, alarm system with
AM and PM markings and simulated wood cabinet

.
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Rising Gas Cos
Not Stopped Tr

Deaths and Funerals I
Mrs. Altie Harris
Dies Today; Rites
To Be Wednesday

Mrs., McEvoy Dies
Sunday With Rites
To Be Wednesday

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — week
Rising gasoline costs haven't Bec
vacation-hungry crunc
'
stopped
t
travelers from booking up Publi
Kentucky's state parks for the ment
Mrs" Isabella McEvoy of 307
Mrs. Altie Harris died this
summer, and officials are this
head St., Paris, Tn., president
morning at 5:40 at the
OF
predicting a boom year for the seve
Home
She
of'McEvoy Funeral
Westview Nursing Home,
billion-dollar tourist
state's
Inc.. died at 10 p.m. Sunday at was 83' years of age and the
.
industry
peop
in
Hospital
Harris
l
R.
A.
Baptist Memoria
wife of the Rev.
Hotel and motel reser- one,Memphis after a long illness. who died November 30, 1968.
vations are "up to-10 per cent longe
She was N.
The deceased was a
of-last year, 13 per cent traye
ahead
are
s
el
Funeral service
member of the Emmanu
•
in some areas," according to geari
planned at four p.m. Wed- Baptist Church'. One son, J. W.
,
•2•16
Daniel Mangeot, deputy Mang
nesday at the funeral home, Harris. preceded her in death
commissioner of the state
Jes
conducted by the Rev. Harry on November 4, 1973. Born
Department of Public In- three
F. Flowers. Burial will be in May 21, 1894, in Tennessee,
formation.
Inde
Maplewood Cemetery, with she was the daughter of ths
The dewtment is getting Mark
Nanny A.
funeral home staff members late William . T. and
.
more responses to its predi
4S_pIherr. Visitation—is
newspaper and magazine
planned after 11 a.m. today.
Mrs. Harris is survived by
A
advertisements of Kentucky by th
The family has suggested one daughter, Mrs. H. T.
**attractions, Mangeot said said
that memorial gifts may be
Dorothy) Danner, 193 South
Monday. "From all in- price
made to First Presbyterian Tenth Street, Murray; one.
s it's going to be a from
dication
County
Henry
Church or to
son, Marvin Harris, 1640 West
really heavy summer,"
"T
Unit of American Cancer Olive Street, Murray; three
After the bitter winter, stop
Society, Paris, Tn.
grandsons, Jackie Harris of
reservations at the state's 15 Sirnp
Mrs. McEvoy came to Paris Wingo, Ronald Danne,r of
resort parks, which have more said
in 1924 with her husband, the Murray, and Donald Danner
•
Calhoun
the
in
of
side
the
door
ome,
but
2,500 beds in roams and threa
new,
unwelc
than
a
who
created
,
on
truck
McEvoy
sanitati
late Phillip S.
of Murray Route Eight; three
NEW DOOR?—A Murray_ city
cottages, "started out behind price
Sanitation department officials said the accident occurred
night.
last
St.
4th
N.
on
formed the Spicer & McEvoy granddaughters, Mrs. Bobby
building
Electric
Plumbing and
last year, but now they're when
Houston-McDevitt Clinic insurance office on N. 4th St. The workers
partnership with J.R. Spicer. (Vickie) Dunn of Murray
while workers were picking up trash next to the
picking up," said Parks plans
brake
the
up
the
when
the
trash
death
to
pick
of
truck
the back
Since her husband's
Route Eight, Mrs. Larry
had reportedly set the emergency brake and walked to
ioner Bruce MonCommiss
the
into
.
crashed
As
truck
the
the
building
Calhoun
toward
hill
March 16, 1949, she had been.a ( Linda Gilmore of Gallatin,
the
"T
failed, allowing the truck to go unattended down
.
tgomery
She
Gas
.
officer.
us
situation
a
and
stockholder
Tn., and Mrs. Jimmy ( Rita
sheared off a natural gasometer allowing gas to escape, creating possibly dangero
situat
also
it
,
building
I
heavy.
very
very,
"It's
and W. C. Looney, present Stroud of Paducah; six great
capped off within about 30 minutes of the accident. City ofdepartment officials said today that the gas valve was
think right now we're about 10 may
manager, were owners of the grandchildren.
ance.
brinsur
covered
is
accident
that the
report
ficials
per cent ahead of last year," befor
funeral home.
Funeral services will be
Wh
he said. "We're tickled to
She was a leader at First held Wednesday at two p. m.
influx
death."
Paris,
Church,
Presbyterian
at the chapel of the BlalockMontgomery said park more
Tn., and in 1971 became one of Coleman Funeral Home with
lodges and' cottages are tucki
the first women to be ordained the Rev. Larry Gilmore and
booked almost solid through relat
as a ruling elder.. She had the Rev. Jerrell White • ofLabor Day, "but we still en- touris
served as president of the ficiating-. The Rev. Ron
people to call. We peopl
rial
courage
Presbyte
ee
West Tenness
Hampton will be the organist
tions, and there friyol
cancella
the
have
and in every office of
and soloist.
middle of the frivol
the
in
spots
are
church's unit of United
Pallbearers will be Donald
Doctors say the body is most
spent every Monday, Wedts
treatmen
dialysis
painful
Presbyterian Women.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
and Ronald Danner, Jackie
nesday and Friday at the likely.to reject a foreign organ
She had also been active in Harris, Jimmy Stroud, Bobby Thomas Moran endured four three days a week to clean his medical center, plugged into q in the first year following the
the Woman's Club and in Dunn, and Dwane Jones. years of physical pain and blood. He eventually would dialysis machine.
transplant. The odds would
Paris Quota CluOfhe was a Burial will follow in the mental anguish to become a spend 32 hours a week at
to be with Moran now.
seem
Eugene,
brother,
Moran's
member of the Paris Business Murray Memorial Gardens. medical phenomenon — the home, connected to a donated donated a kidney in October,
Moran now works at a local
and Professional Women's ,Friends may call at the only living person ever to dialysis machine.
4- liiertei 46 'erarebut:13C— is -Etc-— resulted; -no's- it was rejected within-2
Club.
funeral_ home--aftar.- four p.m. -undergo five kidney tran- --tither—problems marrow hours.
five in Kidney Foundation
including a bone
— '13c-R•riNOv7-5,11396,- SET Was
splant operations.
today (Tuesday).
work and wants to write a
words
into
put
to
"It's hard
daughter of the Rev.'. John W.
And during those four years, infection, partial hearing loss how I felt," Moran said. "I book about his experiences.
Keller and Mary Dickson
Moran's life came full circle. and, perhaps worst of all, an couldn't figure it all out. I was
Keller. She had two children to
Voted most valuable player intestinal block.
full of pain and the drugs. I'd
'I never,had pain like that,'
The in infamy, Elizabeth Joe
his Murray State
by
sit and cry sometimes."
in 1924 and Ann Isabella in
University teammates, in he said.
Doctors went outside the
four
be
There also would
1926.
of Romulus, 1970, the 6-foot-3, 250-pound
Rowlett,
John
family for the next
Moran
to try out transplant operations, each a
Survivors include two
FT. JACKSON, S. C. —
Three tender
Mich., died there Monday at Moran was invited
The organ came from
kidney.
Alex
ntment.
disappoi
-Mrs.
of
crushing
Rockets
Private Goldie L.
daughters,
Diego
San
the
with
Army
Cod Fit. Brea
of
said
years
76
Moran
was
He
girl.
p.m.
six
-old
-year
18
an
whose husband,
Moran had no trouble fin( Phyllis) Szanyi of Memphis
to a golden
the National Basketball
was killed in a Mumford,
age.
kidney donors. His four he believed she
Mumford, lives in
ding
and Mrs. Jimmy (Sylvia)
ion.
F.
„with your
Associat
Lonnie
wife,
his
ti.
include
Survivors
in Cincinna
potat
Brandon of Brandon, Fla.; a
d'ompleting older brothers, a sister and his car wreck
was
He
Murray, recently was chosen
one
tranand
Rowlett,
was
Euna
Mrs.
kidney
The
red to give
sl
ing trainee at the
sister, Mrs. Mildred Fiore of
outstand
an
and
and his requirements for his physical mother all voluntee
1971
Rowlett
16,
George
son,
splanted March
cycle
training
basic
San Francisco, and four wife, Peggy, Romulus, Mich.; education degree and his wife, a kidney.
her
of
end
three weeks.
In August 1970, Moran and functioned for
grandchildren.
had given birth to a
at Ft. Jackson, S. C.
one sister, Mrs. Lois Phillips, Ann,
thought I was
ody
"Everyb
were
Richard.
brother,
.
his
daughter
She was named by her inseveral
Mich.;
d,
Westlan
medical center finally on my feet," Moran structors for her ability and
a
into
world,"
wheeled
the
of
top
on
"I
was
nieces and nephews including
said. But something went initiative in classroom and
operating room.
Mrs. Sterling Moody and Mrs. Moran said.
wrong and doctors told Moran
kidneys
diseased
Moran's
In March 1970, however, his
field instruction throughout
Dave Rottman al Murray.
he was going back to surgery.
kidney
one
and
removed
were
down.
crashing
came
world
Mrs.
for
the training.
Final rites
Shopping
The body is being returned
The kidney was removed
ill at from Richard was trany
became
suddenl
Moran
The private entered the
Funeral
Nellie Burkeen were held
l
Churchil
Center
to the Max
an
ed
perform
doctors
and
tion job. splated.
Army in July 1976.
Sunday at the chapel of the
Home where friends may call his part-time construc
his groin.
in
bypass
arterial
trouble
1969
some
was
a
"There
is
cement
d
two
Murnfor
grabbed
"I
Pvt.
Max Churchill Funeral
after twelve noon Thursday.
with a blood clot," said After another three months on graduate of Christian County
Home with burial in the
Funeral services will be blocks and I couldn't carry
Moran
,
machine
."I
Moran, recalling the first a dialysis
THE FAMILY ST
High School in Hopkinsville,
Jeffrey Cemetery. She died
held at the funeral home them," Moran,32, recalled
was back for the fourth
and Mrs.
failure.
wrong."
Mr.
was
what
know
parents,
didn't
Her
Ky.
Friday at the Murraya.m.
ten
at
Friday
chapel on
ul tranFor the next two months, he transplant attempt in July.
M. Moss,live in Gracey,
Calloway County Hospital.
with the Rev. Dr. James 0. Before a successf
The donor was a dead River
ed,
perform
be
could
Ky.
Survivors include three
Phillips, nephew of the splant
Indiana man. The kidney
Moran would lose half his
sons, William E. and Euel
deceased, officiating.
worked for six weeks.
be
He
would
weight.
and
body
Murray
D. Burkeen of
Pallbearers will be John,
"Then it just stopped
the
Rudy Burkeen of Dexter
James 0., and Leonard forced to live near
working," Moran said."It just
y
of
Kentuck
ity
names
Univers
whose
One,
Route
Phillips, Buford Rowlett,
withered up. I still have that
were inadvertently omitted
Dave Rottman; and Sterling Medical Center and undergo
inside me. They didn't
one
A benefit country music
in the obituary column on
Moody. Burial will follow in
it."
remove
East
Monday.
show will be held at the
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
another three
nearly
For
Elementary School on Friday,
years, Moran underwent
Federal State Market News Service May
g
m.
featurin
p.
7:30
May 27, at
24, 1977
dialysis.
Eugene Kirks and the Country
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
"You can imagine what my
Report Includes6 Buying &idiom
Craig
Brothers
en,
Gentlem
Receipts: Act 1062 Est. 900-Barrows &
went through," he said.
family
Country Roack, and Donald
Gdts .75-1.50 lower mostly 1.00 lower
wanted to try a
finally
He
sows 1.00 lower
Robinson on the harmonica.
$42.25-42.75
US 1-2 2030430 its.
transplant. Doctors were
fifth
show
the
from
The proceeds
$42.00-42.25
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skeptical-, he said. Only one
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Summe
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Baseball program. Admission
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CITY 4111tRAN
;Align mu

Fifth Transplant Apparently A
Success For Former MSU Cager

John Rowlett Dies;
Rites Here Friday

Put a
sizzle int
Wednes

Wife Of Murray
Man Is Honored

Fish Filet Di

Rites Held Sunday
For Local Woman

MLOI
TOCK

Benefit Show Will
Be At East School

THE NEW
DIPLOMATS
FROM DODG
HAVE ARRIVE

Hog- Market

A
SPECIAL OFFER!
t

Genuine
Pewter Bracelet
5.00
fe-

UP TO 3 LETTERS

MONOGRAMMED FREE!

MICHELSON'S

c

IPP(Plal

20 Three to a
half-inning
inning
21 Note of
scale
22 Worthless
leaving
23 Paddles
27 Female deer
29 Uncouth
person
30 Beginning
31 Article
32 Temporary
bed
33 Existed
34 Compass

point

non nnom anon
poen nnoo on
no onnonno OR

Saxon
money
Limb
10
1 1 cbmpass

point
1 7 Guido's low
note

OGG= °MOM
MUM OM ROM
29 Policeman
deity

(slang)
30 Paddle
32 Game
33 Emergetf
victorious
22 Grain
24 Conjunction 36 Railroad
labbr
25 Lease
26 Let it stand .37 Strike out
38 Enrages
40 Morass
27 Sprint
28 Preposition 41 Babylonian

19 Babylonian
deity

35 Sharpen
2 3 „. 4
5 6
7
37 Click beetle
•:''''..
38 Unit ol
Siamese
17
S13
currency
39 Musical
is
instrument
10.
40 Males
i
la
41 Printer's
measure
72
42 River duck
:•:•' :':'
44 Wise
.
79
77 2111
persons
.
47 Hindrance
31
51 Period of
time
36
35
52 Goddess ot
discord •
40
39
53 Portico
54 Edge
.•
55 Departed
' -;s:
56 German title
49
4/1
47
57 Bishopric
DOWN
3
6
52
.
1 Uninteresting
Person
55
lig

)
-) Bel-Air Shopping
Murray, Ky

Stock Market

43 Teu!olic
deity
44 Leading
player
45 Great Lake
46 Iden1 cal
47 Condensed
moislute
48Betore
48 Metal
50 Con.,-Cron
:.... a
`..:''

9

10 ii

iui

i

VI?:

•:.".•

73 Ilkil.1

Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today,furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray. are as follows,
.7.,. unc
-14
34%
Heiablein Inc
.
42% -4
McDonalds Corp
Ponderosa Systems
-4
43%
Kimberly aark
.
50% -}-L
Carbide
a
.RGr
wnioCar
U
304 .J.•
26% + At
5448 TA41
ral Elec.
Texaco
Gene
. ......11% -A.
GAF Corp. .. . . .
29% -%
'
Pacific
Georgia
26-'S
Pfizer
33% -A.
Jim Walters
15% -L.
Kirsch
Disrey
354 unc
4 -4.
14..
Franklin Mint
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Tlrnes by I M.Simon Co. are as Follows
Indus. Av

30

Arts
Am. Motors
Ashland Oil
AT&T
Motor Co
Ford
I
::::..3:.:8::
Gen. Dynamics
IN 4 I
Gen. Motors
Gen. The
NM
44
Goedeleh.
46
011
Peemall
51
45_0

•42

Di

T.
t.

by TM.

2,1! 7

SAL

-5.66
323 -A.
4% unc
36 uric
63 -1
54% unc
52% -%
67% unc
Woe -I'S
II% Ar.
-111% -vs
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_

4
,
.60461

_
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Check out their credentials tod,
luxury car. 1\ it
2odge has just intruchiced a new mid-price

things yon expect in a luxury car. A classic', sculptured
ic Lean Burn S,
features like a 318 V engine with Electron
power steering, power front disc/re:v. drum brakes, ant..mat
cicvant
transmission, and an interior that's tothing short ot
ritz.
cri
inautetts
tit
case
for
si/c
ble
manavea
II) a new
It''. idled Diplomat, and it's asailablc in two- ,itid tour-do
models. Bin: or lease one at your Dodge fie,lier'. n.1.1\

See and drive the brand-new Dodge Dii

Jim Fain Motor
IS Sycamore

winter,
te's 15
e more
ms and
behind
they're
Parks
Mon-

stop travel is rationing,"
Simpson said, and Mangeot
said tourists may have the
threat of higher gasoline
prices or rationing in mind
when they make their travel
plans this summer.

I

ROSES ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY

•••
= In elan 11., .."•4
P".
••••••••I
•• •••101•11,1• e••••• NW •••••••••• ••••
....01 cirri. I. MN it il•••• News .11 *me
1 • OWE. Chrli •• .....0 P. ...., 11.
rod a woken Do •••••••••••• e•
••• anly prim. ••••10 all men"•••••• a
••••••••• sr •••••••roble ow•m•••••••
me •• newt/ a •••••pwabl• mimeo/
prima II l• do how•ol lira. ad 1•••••
I• boob.p env pat:, el 41011.1.1•14
••••••••••• Iihnepi
MOISES ST011if la INC .

"They're unsure of the
avy. I situation," he said. "They
bout 10 may be trying to get it all in
year," before something happens."
Whatever the reason, the
ed to
influx will be welcomed by the
park more than 100,000 Kens are tuckians who have servicerough related jobs that depend on
till en- tourists, Mangeot said."Some
II. We people think of tourism as
d there frivolous, but it's not a
of the frivolous industry."

SALE STARTS MAY 25th SALE ENDS MAY 28th

alittle
into your
nesday.
Filet Dinner!
Three lender pieces of Ocean
Filet Breaded and deep-fried
to a golden brown Served
with your choice of
Potato and a thick
slice of Stockade
Toast A $248
value for only.
„I>

Features wide
webbing in
brilliant colors...

It

SHOP EARLY...

Due to the puny outstanding savings offered,
only limited quantities will be available on
certain items.

Specials received too late to be included
In this tabloid. Shop for these bargains
at your Roses store.

ES.4i7

s159
-t

PLEASE NOTE...

SAVE 98

LAR.1

INCLUDES

NW A4

Free

V.I.IOU

3

Salad and
Drink

IRLOIN
TOCICAbi

PPP

V•ake

99
EACH

1.1

Attractive folding
lawn ChatrS designed with wide
webbing and
square seats for
_looks and comfort wide range
of brilliant
colors Measores 23 wide
and 32 high
—
Ulla 2

THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE

EW
ATS
Mrb!

I ti P

441•11LCAIWO•••CIO

9 Oz. Cold Drink
PAPER CUPS

88'

REG.
1.27

Package of .100 disposable l-old Dr:nk
cups for picnics parties or everyday use
Colorful and sturdy 9 o2 capacity Lima 2.

111
10310MPOIM
and sMety IHM-oR Mossy ,
colors WWI,

IM/AP

519
;reward bath um beauty
soap Net wt 5 02
MI/Monty. LIAR 2.

ROSES HA AllAN

ROSES SUNTAN

LOTION or OIL

LOTION or OIL

A rare blenC DI natural
greclients formulated to
g,ve a deep dark trop,ca,
tar' Choose Lotion or Oil
811 02 each Lialt2.

'1'1S SC1-1.,a 5.
turtzteug formula wen cocoa
butter gives you a last
safe deep tan Oil or
Lotion 8 f' 01 ear '^
Uals2.

97
EA.

64 Oz. Hawaiian
PUNCH
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

,1-quencera. w.te ehemuv
,b0,
k •Is of all ages find 1 cooi and relresning
resealable glass bottle Lt
64

Stock up Now
for Outdoor
Cooking— Charcoal
Briquets or
Lighter Fluid...
CHARCOAL

88'
E046'
LIGHTER

Pack of 10
CANDY BARS

77°

Charcoal made of
hiP,OrY or Other hardwood .gives food a
smoked
delicious
10 lb -(net
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Filet Dinner!
Three tender pieces of Ocean
Filet Breaded and deep-fried
to a golden brown Served
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potato and a thick
slice of Stockade
Toast A$248
.„ value for only

.1 I
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SHOP EARLY...

PLEASE NOTE...

Features wide
webbing in
brilliant colors...

Specials received too late to be included
In this tabloid. Shop for these bargains
at your Roses store.

Due to ths many outstanding savings offered,
only limited quantities will be available on
certain Items.
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A Natural
for Summer!
... Tank Tops
Men or Boys...
BOYS'

1167

MEN'S 197
Material of 50% Dacron Polyand SO%Callon toasgether with T-etylletw
jrss cool corniest
suennwor weer. Terrific
in
k". tOnOV
Mee's or ROVISSIAte
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100% Nylon
Taffeta Swim
Suits for Boy
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE
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The Great Necessity!
olyeste
....Pr
Slacks for ladies
that s-t-r-e-t-c-h
your wardrobe
possibilities...
Count the occasions you can
wear these slacks—it's
almost limitless. Simple
styling allows you to
dres,s'em up or dress'em
.ciciwd_to
anywhere. 1000/0 Polyester with elastic
waistband-and
slightly flared legs.
Solids or patterns
in spring pastels.
Ladies sizes 8 to
20 or 32 to 38.

SAVE 5°4

swirn suits
meidraws?' no front-WI
MAW fly oat..,res contrasting top-sm:htng end
button clown - r c pocket
Solid colors in Soy's
Wrest to 18.

Men's
Swim Suits
of soft,
comfortable
effete

Summer Sportswear for
Boys or Men in longwearing 100% Cotton. ..
BOYS. c47
BOYS'
T-SHIRT
MEN'S
T-SHIRT

'
19
2"
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SPECIAL
PRICE

SHORTS ‘if

799

• Ladies Slip-On Girls Adjustable
SANDALS
CASUALS
Reg. SAVE 200
Rog.
900
2.37
2.37

2

37c

PAIR

Features sonvinyl vamp, adjustable sling strap and natural jute,
wrapped wedge and platform
Available in white or pastels in
Girl's sizes 12 to 4

PAIR

BANMASERICARD

699

100% nylon taffeta so
you'll never look soaked. Styled wfth drawstring front and button
—
fly. MitYskiA
of solid ..*Iors fri sizes
28 to 38.

T-shirts for Men or Boys with colorful screen
Prinizs-an.-front.--Elay's sizes S, AA, t.. Mee's
sizes &MI. Denim Shorts for Men or Boys
feature frayed legs and button-zip front Boy's
sizes 8 to 18. Men's sizes 29 to 38. Blue only.

Natural Jute wrapped platform
and wedge heel supports soft
vinyl uppers Available in white.
light or bright pastel colors
Ladies sizes 6 to 10

41

'1Vaterbug" Suits of

MEN'S
SHORTS I

am PAIR

88

Girls 4 to 6X
Romper Suits
Reg.
S3AJcE 166
1.96
One-piece suits for little people
Sassy prints or solids with contrasting trim that ties at shoulder All
with smocked elastic waist to give a
snug fit Sizes 4 to 6x

Just
say
Charge
It!
01

Girls 3to 6
SHORT SETS
Reg.
200
2.96
LwI5l
bright two-piece sets that
keep girls sizes 3 to 6x cool end
comfortable Adorable styles. precious prints to become her young
figure All permanent press
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Crystal or Gold...
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TUMBLERS
ROSES $I
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PRICE
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1,0430lete set of six turnmer_s__
by Anchor -Hocking' Select
Lrystal clear or gold colors
Facn glass with 12-oz capacrtN

Package of four...
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PACK

Kids of all ages will adore

•—•
Mickey Mouse glasses Meal
time may even DeCOme tun
tine Package ul four -

Lightweight, yet sturdy Plastics to help
make heavy duty work a little easier...
Choose a Handl-Stool in gold or avocado. 30 qt., r_Qp,nd
swing top bin in gold or avocado. 20 qt. hamper in
chocolate or gold 30 qt floral wastebasket in green or
wh.te or a utility can (green with black top I All made
of-sturdy plastic
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00 1"1
s

EACH
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SNACKS
SETS

•

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE
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WICKER-LIKE BASKETS
92
PECIAL.
SPECIAL.
PRICE

Rectangular or round baskets of
wicker plastic Both nave easy-grip
•
handles and leakproof bottoms
4-":2*11114101,

1 r1

"
i
i. 41--77.

4

SERVICE FOR EIGHT

277
SET

Meiamine snack set includes
dinner plate cereal bowl and
thermoplastic mug All p.eces
with Mickey Mouse design

UTILITY CAN
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

566
EACH

Made of high density polyethylene.
will not rust Complete with tight-fitting
matching lid Full 18 gallon capacity

GIANT SKILLET
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

777
EACH

Ideal for fish frys, camping cookoutS.
or bicmcs Made of heavy aluminum
Measures 14 diameter k 3 nigh

LEMON
PLEDGE
ROSES
SPECIAL
PR-ICE

780

Melamine...
Practical tableware, yet pretty...

1988

ROSES
SPECIAL
SET
PRICE
your
,n
Set
Melamine.
45 piede
choice of 4 lovely patterns—
Wheat. Tricia Arbor. or Meadow.
All are stain resistant break
Pesistant. and..d .shwasher safe.

380

GLADE SOLID
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

•

MODEL
FR-884-1
MALIBU

Flame reti
tent with a
80 square
that sleep:
people coi
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

Camping luxury .Weigh
sized tent that g ves you
or taking up pa:king sr
style tents featu•OV a cc
in, reflects the sun and
urethane treatec Nylon
out_ weight. a _lar ge
height. 5 ft. x 6 ft eavE
windows. Compete wit
for sturdy, easy set-up,
a nylon carry bay. x 1(

LACUNA I

9v 12 ft finished 4ze cabin
6 people Features 52 ft ce
5 ft wall heignt 5 ft a 7 tt ea
a 3 windows, nylon walls an
dutch door with awn ng 23 lb'
included

...Spring-action
hammocks for
indoor or outdoor use...
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

2'8

Total suspension assures sturdy stability ---spring action assures comfort
come
hammocks
Easy-to-assemble
complete, with stand and pillow to use
indoors or out

n. duty
Plve fool diameter round print 000[s
aren
,
Plastic Ideal backyard pool for
Sturdy
Allows you to keep a close sate wa!
construction to give you long dependable -e

'Warr

Sturdy aluminum cots with
three non-sink
legs...
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

Backyard pools ideal fa
children to safely play

94
ONE-GALLON CAN

COLEMAN FUEL

,g cots,
reta, Jant
iSS

1TP

ma-, Fuel

I

157

45 X 30-INCH INFLATABLE

SURFER RIDER
rn, *et Se,. Pre
,ider with i-bearn constructrcm
.V.res
rf
heavy duty coatec
ROSES
'ioric safe-flow vase and ct_
SPECIAL
c- safety - robe Oetiatecl
PRICE
,7•,
30

88

-rirrtvisr.
.1r rw•

3me retardant cabin

it with a large
square foot capacity
3t sleeps four
iople comfortably...

700

ISES
ECIAL
ICE

luxury Weighs only 19 pounds! A family
that g ves you convenience without weight
up pa:king space Outside frame cabin featu-et' a cotton drill roof that lets light
s the sun and lets the tent - breathe". Has
treatec Nylon walls and floor for wear withit, a _ large_fez2_ ft center _hatfatit. 5tt, wall
ft. x 6 ft eave size and 1 1 2 ft. x 3 ft airy
Compete with 1 inch aluminum frames
. easy set-up, dutch door with awning and
irry bay. 8 x 10' finished size

Camping Necessities!
Wrangler* SLEEPING BAG
:Liter repellent nylon Outer
shell sceniC Soft warm flannel
lining 3 lb polyester fill with ROSES
an all ardund zipper 34 v SPECIAL
PRICE
77 size

4."

88

LAGUNA CABIN TENT
30 qt. STYROFOAM COOLER

heij we cabin tent sleeps
eatures 5' 2 ft center height,
got, 5 ft x 7 tt eave size. 1'1
'S . nylon walls and floor. and
A 7^ awnng 23 lbs Carry bag

Styrofoam cooler with a large
30 qt capacity Comfort-flex
handles for easy-use Keeps
food and ill nys

Me4144FR-114114-1

CO.d

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

138

Nt! :01

DOUBLE SIX-PACK CARRIER
!: -•,ass
ated
pelient fabric material
wrap around hanclies Holds .
siv -packs of canned beverages

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

PalliiiiM11111111111111111111%.
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53-qt. THERMOS'
Brand Cooler
complete with
gallon faucet Jug...

1

;ideal for several
ily play in...
,ols '
seo.,

'e wati..r
'ridable ,rre

duty
ildren
Sturdy

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

dt cooler complete win- .vide
•ath push buttor , r.i.g Both tea in e,vtra-thick insulation rustproof
COn"Str.iction leakproot liner sturdi
grip handles and more all in an

496

attractive ice tone blue color

rnappiisw_
.24 '
10

ABLE

, 488

16-INCH VINYL

4"X1 -BLUE
/
7" X 63

BEACH BALLS

ICE PACK

O.101

balls with
live Deflates 'Or

oaSv travel ,
1 ilatecl

26'

88

97

THERMOS'
Brand
Six-Packer that
holds 12 cans
or bottles...
REG.
9.96

8
.rPic

4

- -_

Gym sets for kids ... Made for
lots of active play and long
dependable use...
8 ft 6 inch top with 2 inch tubing Overall size of 10,ft 6 inch with four7 ft legs
Features fawn - swing,air swings. sky
girder, chin barl and a 6 ft 6 inch slide
Forest green and white

CAR CARE PRODUCTS
KIT
WAX

VINYL TOP
KIT WITH
APPLICATOR DRESSING

990

48

148

148

SPRINT
WAX
148

For best resuns. use J-wax Products Kit wax is available in
8 oz can or 12 oz (net wt.) with special applicator vinyl top
dressing in 7 oz. (net wt.) can or Sprint in 16 fl oz bottle.

10W30 - Super Blend

OIL DRAIN PAN 37

Galvanized oil pan—the perfect size
for changing your oil. Lightweight
and will not rust. 13-qt. capacity.

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

UAKE
STATE

UAKER
STATE

MOTOR 01

MOTOR 011.
LIMIT 80TS.

-•

44 whom./

QUAKER
STATE
MOTOR OIL
REG.

73t

0
56

QT.

Quaker State is a rich, full bodied
Motor oil. It reduces engine knock,
improves gasoline mileage, and keeps
engines cleaner, quieter and more
powerful. One quart cans.
••- -

Boys or Girls...

HI-RISE BICYCLE
20"
Both are metallic
midnight blue with
single bar frames.
chrotne plated fenders and handle- ,

,..wcrre
P)‘

Li

tires. Sporty hi-nse
design with reflectors for safety

t.0CIT
ti

The Road Master...

DUPONT LUCITE®
HOUSE OR WALL PAINT
Wall Paint dries in only 2 hpur. No
Stir . no mess. just open and paint
Cleans up with water Many colors

20" MOTOCROSS
BICYCLE
ROSES
96

5

L.
GA8
74

SPECIAL
PRICE
Road Masler 'ea!u,es sleek
back and Silver designs with
n,,mber plates knobby tires and
reflectors for safety/
r

House Paint has built-in primer and
•trips ,n only one 'hour Cleans up easwith water White only
Available at most Roue stores
6

897
GAL

it

.

141/110/14114‘
'7..-

NOSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

4

The Port-A-Lite
Space Saver—
for picnics or
other outdoor
gatherings... REG.

1397

,

MODEL
MT2448U

A lightweight, 1 -piece table with- 'U-logs
Nylon type top is protected by full wraparound aluminum extrusions The perfect
extra table because legs fold neatly for
-storage Measures 24 x 48..

18" diameter...

Summertime
beckons us
outdoors and
especially
useful are
Patio Tables—
like these...

BAR-B-QUE
GRILL
LL
E
e
l
377
"

13" Rona

Fifty foot long...

GARDEN
HOSE
1 99

PEG
2.66
1 39

3 gallon capacity...

BUGWEISER •
COMPRESSION
SPRAYER

294
REG.
3.99

REG.
25.95
A ,er-the
nest-tree yard and gardeflovuers shrubs, Weeds
df,,tetibles lnd more

C. MESH DESIGN

t,efs

Revolving...

.'Irought
0-e p
mesh steer co,
s!r
urpt that f is ms!a-...ly 17 ri
..d-th a
'6 top

2

77

GARDEN
SPRINKLER
REG.
4.47

377

REG.
3.67

•

• t ariCH10-0-066661

COUPON
CUP and SINE
on FILM

PROCESSING

1

Plats lunch special!

BARBECUED
BEEF RIBS
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE
Piping hot lunch includes Barbecued Ribs, French Fries, Cole
Slaw Rolls. Oleo. Tea or Coffee
Aveliable at stores that servo
plate lunches. -

SHAMPOO OR
DEODORANT

Fro• ki970
1.37 ET,

EACH

Control dandruff with Head and
Shoulders in 7 fl oz lotion or 4
oz net Wt ) tube Slay dry with
8 oz net WI Sure anti-pe,sprant

ULTRA-HOLD
FINAL NET
Reg
1.63

For dogs or cats...

A-

•

likRi A
21(11

127

Keeps hair lustrous, vibrant and
natural looking, yet gives you ultimate holding power New Ultra
Hoic. Foal Net 8 fl. oz (net wt

30" SPRAYS OR 32" SPRAYS OR
16" WREATHS 20" WREATHS
58
58

Lifelike flowers mingled
with greenery and accented with a matching
bow Select a 30 spray
or a 16 wreath both

OS.

Seasonal artificial flowers and greenery have
been intermixed to form
beautiful 32" sprays or
20' wreaths. Includes W
wire stands.

OS.

Ise.
ta
1.41I
Col.
1
ir
2
Flea
me
.idr12
ar Controls fleas and aids
,n control of ticks Select
req we dog collar Ig
dog collar puppy collar or
cat collar 67 oz tnet v41
P,Irh

OUR
REGULAR
PRICE

t

Present this coupon to your
local Roses Store and
well knock $1.00 off the
regular price of developing
and printing film. Good for
C110/12, C110/20,C126/12
or C126/20 film.
COUPON 0000 TIMM MAY NMI

NO CASH VALUE
I I WIWI N.

SHORT and SASSY CLAIROL GENTLE DIGITAL CLOCK
LIGHTS
RADIO
CONDITIONER
Reg.
248
39.50
SPECIAL
TRIAL
SIZE

18°

A hair conditioner that gives short
hair extra body for a vibrant, sassy
look keg, Extra Body or Extra
Condition sis oz _(pet wt.)

'
199

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

Brings out natural looking highlights of medium brown or darker
hair Kit contains gel. Ioion. trax,
spoon. cap and inStructions.

Features AM, FM radio, big illuminated numerals, alarm system with
AM and PM markings and simulated wood cabinet

Soothes sunburo...

Flea and
Tick
COL.LA

a%

OFF

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE
T,eats minon•cuts scrapes.
scratches..moetwito bites.
Poisdn ivy burns or sunburn A medicine kit in a
cai, Net Aietght 3 ounces
LINO 2

SUPPLEMENT TO THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES, THE MARSHALL
COUNTY TRIBUNE COURIER, THE MAYFIELD MESSENGER, THE
PARIS POST INTELLIGENCER.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

